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Socratic Dialogue II
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MR. NESSON: Well, this is a great day in the little city of

Purity. Purity has been through hard times. It was just a few

years ago that the largest plant in town closed down, thousands

of people laid off. A strike by municipal city workers almost
[

brought the city to its knees, the verge of bankruptcy. But

today we have a really hopeful sign in Purity. It's the opening

Of the East End Library. The library has been closed for three

years for lack of funds--and today, big barbecue, celebration.

The whole town is invited, all of you. Ellen Silbergeld, you

live in the East End. You're there at tl.e barbecue, chomping on

an ear of corn, talking to one of the honored guests at the

occasion, the oldest living public school teacher from Purity,

long since retired, Isaac Ancient. "Ah, Ms. Silbergeld, love

this party. I love it. I love to see the city coming back like ""

this. It's so wonderful. I can remember when this place was a

dump. I went walking this morning out in the East End woods,

right near where you live. Gee, I can remember when that place

just wasn't as nice, you know. The whole East End kind of

smelled from the--I think it must have been the Monolith Paint

and Solvent Company. It had a plant up on the hill over on the

other side of the woods. But now, I mean, I went walking there

this morning and it was just delightful. It used to be there

were patches where things wouldn't even grow. It was just kind of

ugly, but a little stream now, nice woods, kids play there. It

was really great to see the city come around.
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DR. SILBERGELD: Of course it is strange how there just aren't

any fish in that stream. My son keeps asking me about that.

MR. NESSON: Tell us what's going on in your mind as Isaac

Ancient talks to you.

DR. SILBERGELD: Well, my mind's kind of mixed because, like

everybody else in the East End, I'm very happy to see this

project and to see things growing and developing.- And it's true,

my neighborhood has had a bad reputation for many years and

people used to call it the dump. Of course_ that's why we could

buy our house there. But at the same time, you know, there are

some things that do worry us. Sometimes when my kids come back

from playing in the woods, the bottoms of their sneakers are sort

of eaten up. And those fish, I don't know. We put some goldfish

out there one time in the pond, and they died pretty quick. So I

don't want to say anything about this, but sometimes I wonder

about that.

MR. NESSON: You see Brian Costner over by the salad bowl, one of

your neighbors. Do you talk to him about this conversation you

had with Isaac?

DR. SILBERGELD: Well, I did, except, you know, Brian is sort of

a hothead [laughter] and he doesn't live there, so I'm kind of

concerned about what he might say, because, you know, we're

getting to thinking that we might want to sell our house and move

down south, and I sure would hate to have my property values go
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down.

MR. COSTNER_ Kind of a hothead?

MR. NESSON: Kind of a hothead.

MR. COSTNER: Kind of a hothead. Well, it's-- I would-- I

would be sorry to hear that you have that perception of me. I

think that a lot of time these issues are played out--

environmental issues are played out--in the public as being a

this or that kind of point of view until you see the extremes.

Now--

MR. NESSON: Hey Brian, you're just at the party.

MR. COSTNER: Yeah.

MR. NESSON: And you overhear Ms. Silbergeld and Isaac Ancient

talking about this, the East End woods. What's going through

your mind?

MR. COSTNER: Well, I think it's to try to find out what happens.

I'm not familiar with the history of dump site around the East

End woods. I'd like to know more about the paint and solvent

company that was there, more about what was released and about

these stories, about the shoes, the bottoms of the shoes being

eaten up, the fish not there. I think those are important things

to ask questions about and to find out about. It's wonderful
9

that a community is beginning to grow, but if that community is

beginning to grow and there's something ominous beneath, that's

well worth understanding.
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MR. NESSON: Is this like a serious problem?

MR. COSTNER_ It certainly sounds like it. I mean, it certainly

at least raises some major questions. Now I donft know--

MR. NESSON: Major questions.

MR. COSTNER_ I don't have the information at this stage.

MR. NESSON: Well, what could it be? What are you worried about?

MR. COSTNERz Oh, I think what we have to be worried about is,

uh, is some kind of a toxic chemical that's out there in the

environment, that apparently is in the soil to the point that a

child running and playing in the woods for a few hours might

actually show a noticeable change on the rubbers, on the bottom

of their--of their soles of their shoes. That indicates to me

something very concerning. The notion that fish aren't living in

the--like they should, like they do on the _ther _ide of town.

MR. NESSONz Dr. Heifete, get in this conversation now. What do

you say?

DR. HEIFETE: Well, I guess I would be really concerned about

knowing more, as was suggested, about what's there. And I'm

struck by the concern about the obvious effects, like the

sneakers and perhaps children having rashes, but I would also be

thinking about what might be some of the more long-term effects

too--

DR. SILBERGELD_ My doctor said those rashes--

DR. HEIFETE: --or the subtle effects.
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DR. SILBERGELD: --were just chicken pox.

DR. HEIFETE: Right.

DR. SILBERGELD: Of course, they get chicken pox a lot down there

in the East End.

DR. HEIFETE: I mean, one of the things I guess I'd be interested

in is whether any of the health practitioners in the community

had noticed any problems. But then I would also be very aware of

the fact that most physicians today are not particularly

knowledgeable about environmental exposure. So I think we need

to really look at the question from health impact.

MR. NESSON: Mr. Pinkowski, do we have a serious worry here?

MR. PINKOWSKI: I think so. We would probably--if we were

notified, we would probably send somebody out to take some

samples and find out what was in the stream, what was in the

soils, particularly the area where it's causing damage to tennis

shoes. That-- If that material gets on somebody's skin, I would

think it would be a little bit more serious. So we might try and

initially just secure the area while we did sampling to find out

how bad it was.

MR. NESSON: Well, let's just hold off a little bit on damage to

the tennis shoes. I mean, we've got one report of that from one

person. But what I'm interested in is whether to a town like

Purity, having a wood that was near a factory where some dumping

might take place, is this a serious worry for American
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communities?

MR. PINKOWSKI: It's extremely serious and very common.

MR. NESSON: Common and extremely serious. Ms. Leistner, you

overhear this conversation.

MS. LEISTNER: I'm very concerned about what I hear. My first

reaction would be to go out there and find out what they're

talking about. But at the same time, in the back of my mind I

would be concerned, is it safe for me to go there? Am I going to

bring something back to my family that might create problems for

my family?

MR. NESSON: You're even afraid to go walk in the woods to look.

MS. LEISTNER: I certainly would be afraid to walk where

someone's tennis shoes are falling apart because they're walking

in something.

MR. NESSON: Well, that does sound a little extreme, doesn't it?

MS. LEISTNER= I certainly would be concerned about chicken pox

that reoccur and reoccur and reoccur.

MR. NESSON: This is getting to be a bit of a scene here at the

party. We've got a little group talking quite actively about

this. And up into the group walks Lisa Landowner. She overhears

what's being discussed. She says, "Are you peopl,e crazy? What

are you talking about here? I just bought my house, I moved out

to this place, I've finally got roots. This talk is totally

irresponsible. You people shouldn't be talking about it. You
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certainly shouldn't be talking about it here. You shouldn't be

talking about it at all." What do you say to Lisa?

MS. LEISTNER: There is certainly some concern by people who have

a major investment in a home on a piece of property that now is

possibly contaminated with something that's going to become a

health hazard. I think at that time this person is more

concerned about the loss of property values.

MR. NESSON: Mr. Weiner, Lisa comes up to you. She says, "There

is this conversation going over at this party. I just-" I'm

frightened by it. I know how these rumors get started, can you

help me out?"

MR. WEINER: Well, I think some of the earlier notions about--

It is true that there are many areas where dumping has led to

some severe consequences, but there are many areas where there

are rumors or anecdotal histories about what happened in the past

where we don't really kncw what happened and where investigations

have been more reassuring• So the problem-- I think the notion

of saying just ignoring it in today's context no longer works,

that you can't tell people to forget about it or to ignore it. I

think one does have to have a thorough investigation of the

question of what is out there, and the notion of whether they're

actually, every child that goes out there has their sandals or

sneakers coming back ruined or this happened to one child who

said, "This is where I was." One would think that is that
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happened all the time, parents would not let their children play

in that area, which you earlier said was fairly, you know,

populated, it was a popular place to go to. So it seems to me

that the essence of rumor control is better information and

better investigation to begin to put some boundaries on people's

concerns.

MR. NESSON: Mr. Pompili, you're the health officer for Puritan.

You show up at the celebration with the major, the two of you

together. And the first thing as you come to the party is Lisa

Landowner runs up to you and says, "There's something happening

here at this party which is really dangerous."

MR. POMPILI: Uh huh.

MR. NESSON: Will you get on to it?

MR. POMPILI: Well, one of the things that's going on that I can

see already in the discussion is the fact that we've got-- It's

my job to be a natural--kind of like, wait a minute, let's bring

some-- Is this occurring or is this not occurring? from the

credibility standpoint• So I guess what I would do is in effect

talk to her and say, "Yes, let me hear what's happening. Let me

also check around," and if you're doing your job right, you will

have contacts with certain people within this community to find

out, "Hey, has this been going on for awhile?" whatever, and then

let's start to evaluate and say, "Wait a minute, do we have an

issue here or not?" and then start to do a more thorough
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investigation into it.

MR. NESSON: Talk to Ellen Silbergeld, please.

DR. SILBERGELD: He never comes around. We've called the health

department, oh, ten or twenty times. You just don't like to come

down to the East End. Now admit it. You never come down there.

We've sent you letters, we've invited you to a meeting. You

wouldn't even send your secretary, so don't give me that stuff.

[laughter]

MS. LEISTNER: I recall talking to people about the problem ofe

the dead birds out on the site. Some of the people called the

county health department and the health department said, "Freeze

them. We'll come and get them." Six months later they're still

in--

MR. POMPILI_ Still in the freezer?

MS. LEISTNER: --still in the freezer and they haven't come to

get them.

MR. POMPILI: That's why--

MR. NESSON: Mr. Pompili, Purity has been through tough times.

Your budget was cut to the bare bone.

MR. POMPILI: Correct.

MR. NESSON: You've got very few resources to work with here.

Talk to Ms. Leistner.

MR. POMPILI: Basically what's happened, and it's I think typical

of what's going on all over. You have to pull back to what you
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have, and I'm sorry, we had to put the nurses on our sanitarians,

the sanitarians had to get back into food services. They had to

do that. They didn't have the time and the resources to go out

there. Secondly, the nurses are at the well-baby clinic, and I

couldn't use those resources to in effect go out on something

that could be happening. Maybe we could be more responsive, but

the bottom line--

MS. LEISTNER: How do we put a price on human life? What about

those people that are exposed there?

MR. POMPILI: Understand, though, when I also take the nurse off

of the well-baby clinics, that is also services I cannot provide

to those prenatal care that in effect is a very valuable service

to our community also and--

MR. NESSON: Mayor Pink, you're listening here. Are you going to

get into this conversation?

MAYOR PINK: Well, if I'm invited. [laughter]

MR. NESSON: I invite you. I invite you.

MAYOR PINK: The people in Purity are rather strange [laughter]

that they would--

MR. NESSON: They elected you. [laughter]

MAYOR PINK: Normally, my goodness, as soon as someone said the

fish couldn't 1.ive there or there was an odor or it put a stain

on their shoe, I would have had the medical people out there and

the laboratory people out there immediately. I'm a little
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surprised that we're so slow hearing about this. And--

MR. NESSON_ --response. The first sign of a stain on the shoe

and you're going to send out the medical team.

MAYOR FINK_ You bet, you bet, to try to put the fire out. Or if

there's a--if it can't be put out, to make some _ind of a change.

You bet. It's-- You've got to find the facts. I think very

often we are over-fearful of things, but what they are talking

about, it sounds very bad, and we certainly-- The homeowners in

my experience, they wouldn't be hesitant because of the value

going down. They would come out and tell us about it and expect

us to fix it to drive the value up, you know. So I don't find

any hesitancy about people telling you something's wrong. I find

the exact opposite. They tell me something's wrong when really

it's a normal occurrence. But this sounds very tough. I would

get right on this.

MR. NESSON: Senator?
q

SEN. MCCLURE: Well, you know, I've heard a lot of stories like

that before. "My kid went out through the woods and their shoes

fell off." Oh, come on. Who's telling that kind of story around

here and what kind of junk is that? I want to get some facts,

but I am sure not going to take that kind of a story as being a

fact. I'll try to find out what the facts are and then respond

to it, but I'm not going to listen to that kind of wild innuendo

and rumor.
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MR. MOGHISSI: Charlie, I was called to investigate. Can I

report back?

MR. NESSON: Not yet. [laughter]

MR. MOGHISSI: All right.

MR. I_ESSON: Not yet.

MR. NESSON: I'll tell you what I'm interested in here. I mean,

so far at the first whiff of a rumor, we have the health officer

jumping right on it, the mayor is amazed it hasn't happened

already, and we've got Marilyn Leistner is talking about birds

that she's had frozen in her freezer for the last six months that

are still there. Somehow I feel something is off.

SEN. MCCLURE: But what?

MR. NESSON: Are you familiar with public officials that react

the way they describe?

MS. LEISTNER: Very familiar. There either isn't enough money,

we investigate it to death, action is very slow coming. I guess

this is typical of the heat that these kinds of officials take.

MR. NESSON: Hmmm. Hang on just one minute.

[unintelligible background discussion]

MR. NESSON: I was just tell the director here t_at I can't read

the sign that somebody was holding up for me back there, so--

It's okay, they cut this part and they leave it right on the

floor. [laughter] Works like a charm.

[unintelligible comment] [laughter]
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MR. NESSONz No, no. No, no. No, no. All right, this

conversation is going on. Lisa Landowner is upset. Various

other people are stirring up trouble. And in the background

"Oh myHarry Hardship is listening and says all of a sudden,

God, my little son Claude, with leukemia. I thought it was just

an accident. And it was such a coincidence that Rebecca Robinson

just two doors away. Now, is it possible that my children are

being poisoned by what's out there in this wood?" And tears form

in her eyes. Mr. Buntrock, you are standing next to Harry. You

see the tears in his eyes. What do you say to him?

MR. BUNTROCK_ Well, I suppose you could try to console him a

little bit, but obviously, you know, you have got a problem here

that has to be looked at and I guess I'd go talk to Mayor Tom

about that and see if there is something we should do further.

MR. I_ESSON_ Something we should do further. It's the next day.

Mr. Mayor, Mr. Pompili, you are in your office. You've called in

a couple of consultants to help you out. Rita Steinzor--Rina

Steinzor, excuse me. [ten-second pause] You call in Rina

Steinzor and Caron Chess. Ms. Steinzor, are you prepared to

offer advice in this situation to the mayor?

MS. STEINZOR: Yes, I would-- The mayor is already on the right

track, because the mayor understand that as a elected official

responsible for the well-being of his community, he cannot afford

to sweep this problem under the rug. And I would certainly
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advise him that the entire legal and regulatory structure we have

in this country at the local, state and federal level will not

allow him over the long run to sweep this problem under the rug

and that he has to face it squarely. He also has to understand

that once he goes looking to find out what the problem is, he has

to follow through on it. That's the important news, but the

other good news is that there are plenty of resources to assist

him at the state and federal 1eve1 if in fact he has a toxic

problem that is a very serious one.

MR. NESSON: What's the worst-case scenario for this city? This

is a piece of municipal land?

MS. STEINZORz Well--

MR. NESSON: When you talk to Pompili, he says, "No records of

any dumping there."

MS. STEINZOR: Except for this Monolith chemical company, right?

MR. NESSONz Went out of business a long time ago.

MS. STEINZORz When--

MR. NESSON: What's the worst-case scenario for the city?

MS. STEINZOR: The worst-case scenario is that the city could be

faced with millions of dollars in clean-up costs that it would

either have to shoulder itself or attempt to get some federal or

state held with. But there are also extraordinarily severe

penalties for avoiding the problem, for covering up the problem--

not just in public perception, but--
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MR. NESSON: Let me ask you a question.

MS. 8TEINZOR: --actual penalties under the law.

MR. NESSON: When we're talking to you--here we are; we're in the

mayor's office-- You're a lawyer, right?

MS. STEINZOR: I live in the community, though, you see.

.MR. NESSON: Are we talking in confldence.

MS. STEINZOR: And I'm also a mother, so--

MR. NESSON: Are we talking in confidence? •

MS. 8TEINZOR: --I'm awash in conflict• Excuse me?

MR. NESSON: Are we talking in confidence?

MS. STEINZOR: We are absolutely talking in confidence. As their

attorney, anything they tell me and all of our deliberations are

between and among us. But I am in the important and unusual

circumstance of being right there in the community where they are

living in the community and sharing sort of a dual role. On one

hand I am responsible; my professional reputation is on the line

for advising them. On the other hand, I am very concerned about

it because I am a community resident• It's a dilemma for--

MR. NESSON: I want to understand what this--
t

MS. 8TEINZOR: --all the government people•

MR. NESSON: --confidence means• Does that mean that you could

help us conduct or structure an investigation and find out the

facts and advise us as to what to do?

MS. STEINZOR: Yes.
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MR, NESSON_ Does it mean that if we find out some facts that we

don't want disclosed that you will keep them in confidence and

let us make that determination?

MS. STEINZOR_ Yes. [four-second pause] Although it's a little

more complicated than that. [laughter] I'm a lawyer, and I'm

here to help you. [laughter] It's a little more complicated

than that, because if we have information that there is in fact a

toxic release that people are exposed to, the law requires us to

disclose this. And although I am their attorney and absolutely

bound by the attorney-client privilege, which in this country is

sacrosanct, I would also have to advise them that if we--all of

us--fail to disclose this, we could face personal liability.

MR. NESSON: So let me just--

MS. STEINZOR: Personal.

MR. NESSON_ --understand this.

MS. STEINZOR: Not official. Personal.

MR. NESSON: So you wen_ out and hired Mr. Moghissi, Dr.

Moghissi, to do some testing, or somehow the EPA came in and did

testing. Somehow you tested. And you got some-- I guess it

wouldn't be the EPA.

MS. STEINZOR: No, because they would tell everybody. [laughter]

MR. NESSON_ They would tell everybody. You--

MS. STEINZOR: We would try and get ahead of the'curve by hiring

our own consultant so that we could figure out what was going on
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there before panic in the community became uncontrollable.

MR. NESSON: And when you got the results back from your own

consultant, if the results were such that Mayor Fink were to say,

"I don't want these to go public," you would be willing to put

them in the bottom drawer and close the drawer?

MS. STEINZOR: No, because I would have been-- First of all, I

hopefully would have Tom Fink's trust, but I would have told him

from the very beginning that if he went out and looked and he

found a problem, there would be no bottom-drawering of that

problem. He could not do that in his official or personal

capacity without great risk to himself. And--

MR. NESSON: But the question is--

MS. STEINZOR: --from what I understand--

MR. NESSON: --would you blow the whistle on him?

MS. STEINZOR: No.

MR. NESSON: So he could do it if he wanted.

MS. STEINZOR: I've never had that experience.

MR. NESSON: --

MS. STEINZOR: Yes, he could. I've never-- In six years of

working with local government officials all over the country,

I've never had that experience. But it could happen.

MR. NESSON: Mayor Fink, do you really want to know what's in the

ground out there?

MAYOR FINK: Yes, I do.
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MR. NESSON: You heard what she said.

MAYOR FINK: Uh huh.

MR. NESSON: Millions of dollars of damage.

MAYOR FINK: It could be billions if we don't do something about

it. So-- And nobody would have to worry about our keeping it

confidential in my office. Everything leaks anyway, but--

[laughter] In this age, you know, you would be foolish to try to

keep it quiet. They only important thing is to try to get good

information, But we have to have it. You know, you've got--

maybe you have a superfund dump type deal. Maybe the whole town

has to be evacuated. That's happened before. That's worst-case

scenario. But on top of that, if you know you have that kind of

problem and people are in fact getting sick from it, then you are

adding to your liability.

MR. NESSON: Well, we know that maybe there are some people

getting sick, but we don't know that it's got anything really to

do with the woods. I mean--

MAYOR FINK: Ah--

MR. NESSON: --so far all we've got is an old guy named Isaac who

said he remembers some stuff from many, many years ago.

MAYOR FINK: Oh, I would not jump to that conclusion. I would

insist upon hard evidence. I'm not one that panics and-- Just

because there is a time relationship that I would conclude there

is a causal relationship. You know, I wouldn't do that. I'd
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need some very good information and between my own medical

director and the state department of environmental conservation

and I'm sure EPA would stick their nose into it and the Corps of

Engineers, we would have a lot of information, and my job would

be, I think, to ccol it until we had adequate information to make

a rational decision.

MR. NESSONz Well, Caron Chess is right here to help you cool it.

She is your communications adviser.

MS. CHESS_ And--

MR. NESSON: Talk to her about it, would you?

MAYOR FINK: Hmmm. Where do you think we are? How much

information do you think we have? What can we tell the public

and be fair with them?

MS. CHESS_ Well, let me point out that you have one potential

problem and one definite problem. The potential problem is out

there in the woods. The real problem you definitely already have

as mayor is that you have a lot of angry people who feel that

their local health official has not been responsive and that

they've been trying to wake up local government for years. So

that's a problem that you really need to deal with. I would also

say to you that I'm a neighbor of Ellen and while I don't play

with her kids, I go hiking through those woods e_ery year--every

day actually. And I have seen people out there taking some soil

samples. Ellen's kids have told me they've seen some people too.
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And I think that you have some data, Mr. Mayor and Mr. Local

Health Official, but you're not really want to release it because

you don't quite know what it means yet.

MAYOR FINE: She doesn't work for me any more. [laughter]

MS. CHESS: And that's why I don't do a lot of work with mayors.

[laughter]

MR. NESSON: What don't you like about what she had to say?

MAYOR FINE: Well, if she knew all that, she should have told me

about it a long time ago. You know, if she lives in the

neighborhood and she was aware of that and didn't tell me about

it, I'd fire her.

MS. CHESS: Well, I did tell you about it, Mr. Mayor, but don't

you remember, the budget deliberations and the fact that we

didn't have resources and the fact that we really didn't know the

whole picture• This is in confidence• Obviously we wouldn't be

having this argument in public.

MAYOR FINE: Yeah, we wouldn't have it in private either very

long. [laughter] You know-- I would be shocked really that you

hadn't brought that to my attention because I think-- You know,

I am a skeptic about a lot of the causal relationship. You know,

I think we jump without adequate evidence--

MS. CHESS: I certainly--

MAYOR FINE: --but any time there is any kind of a possibility of

an environmental problem, the best way to attack it is
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immediately find out what it is.

MS. CHESS_ But what we were dealing with at that point in time

when I was in your office is soil samples where the test results

were right around the standard. We only had three samples--

MR. NESSON_ Hold on. Right now we haven't got _ single test

result. All we've got is a bunch of talk at a party.

MS. CHESS_ Oh, but--

MR. NESSON: And we've got a bunch of people who have beaten on

the mayor and Mr. Pompili to get some results. And we've got a

rumor starting out in that community that has got some momentum

to it. And he's called you in and he's asked you to help with

this problem. He's not looking for a lecture. He wants some

help.

MS. CHESS: And what I'd say is really important, especially

' given the limited resources of Purity and the fact that we realiy

only have one health officer now is that all these people on the

east End really want to help, and maybe we need to sit down and

talk to them--especially you, Mr. Mayor--talk abaut what kind of

information they do have, talk about how we can get more

information--not just our local health officer, because he has

that problem with that restaurant with those rodents and he has a

lot of things to do. So I really think that we should use Ellen

and Ruth and the other people that were talking at that meeting.

I mean, we know that there's two kids with leukemia--
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MR. NESSON: Mr. Mayor, can I talk to you privately?

MAYOR FINK: Sure.

MR. NESSONz It's your old political adviser, Mac Evelli.

[laughter] Okay? Listen, Tom, we know what got you to where you

are, right? When you got elected mayor, this city was in the

tank. And you came in, you increased taxes, you took some tough

decisions, you almost got yourself recalled, but you bailed this

city out, and you are a hero at this point• This city is looking

up. And what I'm hearing is a bunch of rumors with numbers, huge

downside liabilities, And I'm hearing it coming out of the East

End, which frankly, Tom, doesn't vote for you. You don't get

much out of the East End. And so, boss, if I were giving you

advice, I would say, "Stretch this thing out. Let's at least get

past the election." What do you say?

MAYOR FINK: Uh, I appreciate your advice, but I don't think it's

very good. No, I don't think you can do that. I think it would

be foolish to do anything other than dig in there and see if

there is anything• And--

DR. SILBERGELD: Well, we out in the East End now have-- We've

talked to Dr. Heifete, who is a professor at the medical school,

and she gave us some advice on how to do a community health

survey. And we've got these results. Do you know there is an

epidemic of childhood leukemia in the East End? And I know at

least five women who have had miscarriages over the last two
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years. Three of them are on my block. And we've got this health

survey. I'm going to send it to the EPA.

MS. STEINZOR: Mr. Mayor, with all due respect td your old

associate, Mac, who I would hope I found out the advice he was

giving you in time, because without being too irritating to you--

I hopefully would not--I would point out to you, as your lawyer,

that there are forces at work here that are far beyond the

confines of this town or any particular neighborhood that might

or might not vote for you. And in fact, this will be a situation

that gets rapidly out of your control if you do not take a pro-

active approach to it.

MAYOR FINK: If I may--

MR. NESSON: Ellen Silbergeld--

MAYOR FINK: --make this one thing. You know, one good thing

that I think is of interest here, we have a two-term limit in our

town, so I'm not going to run again anyway. [laughter]

MS. CHESS: As your adviser, I'd say that you are sitting in a

great situation because you look golden for bringing the jobs

back, and the people in the East End look up to you, even though

they are frustrated sometimes about getting through to the health

office, and you can use that energy and use that good will in

some very positive ways to deal not only with your potential

problem in the woods, but the brewing problem of the anger in the

East End.
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MR. NESSON: All right, now, Marilyn Leistner, this thing has got

some--some potential for galvanizing response, but what we

haven't got yet is a newspaper story or a television story.

MS. LEISTNER: I think you need--

MR. NESSON: Would you consider--

MS. LEISTNER: .... to get the press involved. At this point We

have an attorney that's advising the mayor about his personal

liability; we have a mayor who doesn't know what to do, how to

get it done; and the EPA is sitting here not doing anything.

Maybe if we get the press involved we can get some attention.

MR. NESSON: Well, Purity is blessed with a wonderful local news

program. [laughter] It's got a very active investigative

reporter who does great things--Arnold Diaz right here. Do you

call him up?

MS. LEISTNER: Certainly.

MR. NESSON: Talk to Arnold.

MS. LEISTNER: Arnold, I don't know if you're aware of what's

happening in the town of Purity. We have some children that have

been walking in the woods and apparently their tennis shoes are

falling apart. We don't know if anyone has called the CDC or the

EPA or the department of health. We don't know what to do.

Perhaps you could go out there and do a little investigation and

get some answers for us.

MR. DIAZ: Who are the children who were walking in the woods and
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had their--

MS. LEISTNER: The children are Ellen's children, Ruth's

children, my children.

MR. DIAZ: DO you still have the sneakers?

MS. LEISTNER: Do I still have the sneakers?

MR. DIAZ: Right.

MS. LEISTNER: Ellen, do you still have the sneakers?

DR. BILBERGELD: Oh no, they were awful. I got rid of them. But

don't you want to see our health survey?

MR. DIAZ: I do. I would also like to see-- Wha_c other kind of

evidence do you have of the problem?

DR. SILBERGELD: The birds. The birds. Show him the birds.

MS. LEISTNER: I recall talking to my neighbor and he told me

that he had a freezer full of dead birds. And six months ago he

called the health department and told them, "I have these birds

that are dying out there in the ditch in front of my house, and

I've tried to get them to come and do something about it, but

they aren't coming."

DR. HEIFETE: Also there has been all of this chicken pox and we

know that people only get chicken pox once. So they fact that

doctors are diagnosing recurring chicken pox suggests there's

something else out there causing this problem.

MR. DIAZ: Now, are the homes close to where this dump site

supposedly was, where you live?
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MS. LEISTNER: Yes, the woods are right behind our neighborhood•

MR. DIAZ: Right. Okay•

MS. LEISTNER: And that's where our kids play.
i

MR. DIAZ: Where do you get your water from?

MR. NESSON: The water-- The water comes from a totally

different source.

MR. DIAZ: Totally different source•

MR. NESSON: We're not talking about drinking water here.

MR. DIAZ: Okay.

MR. NESSON: We're talking about kids playing in the woods•

MR. DI_Z: Okay.

MR. NESSON: Do you like this story, Mr. Diaz?

MR. DIAZ: I love this story.

MR. NE880N: You love it?

MR. DIAZ: Yeah.

MR. NESSON: You love it.

MR. DIAZ: Right•

MR. NESSON: Tell us how you're going to do it.

MR. DIAZ: Well, I think the story I have right now without doing

anything else, without making any other calls, which I have to

make anyway, is a concerned group of citizens with an anecdotal

health consensus that they believe is troubling and out of the

noEm.

MR. NESSON: And you'd take your camera out and you'd interview
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Ms. Leistner and interview Ellen Silbergeld?

MR. DIAZ_ And their children.

MR. NESSONs The children and--

MR. DIAZ_ I'd want to see the sneakers.

MR. NESSONz Pictures of the sneakers.

MR. DIAZz Maybe talk to the shoe salesman in town. Has he had a

10t of sales of sneakers? Are they ripping through the sneakers?

[laughter] But I would certainly go to the town health officer

immediately. I mean, I would not do that story without first

calling the town health officer and the mayor.

DR. HEIFETE_ What about the community-based physician?

MR. DIAZz And the physician who supposedly is--

DR. HEIFETE: Maybe the practitioner who's taking care of this

community.

MR. DIAZ_ --treating the children.

MS. LEISTNER: I think you should also talk to the vet about the

animals. There's reports of--

MR. DIAZ_ I want to see those animals.

MS. LEISTNERz --squirrels with no hair on their tails, dead

possums. Perhaps you should also--

MR. NESSONz Hey, listen, hold on. Hold on.

MS. LEISTNER: --talk to the vet.

MR. DIAZ_ I can't believe you haven't called me already.

[laughter]
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MR. NESSON: Hold on. Here's a hypothetical. Now what I'd like

us to understand here is maybe there's an epidemic and maybe

there's not. In fact, there's not as far as we can tell. You

might think there is and Ellen might think there is, but let's

not jump ahead or imagine some horrific thing that's actually out
J

there. At the moment all we've got is some kids who play in the

woods. We've got Harry Hardship who wonders whether his

leukemia-- I don't know where this chicken pox thing came from.

I'm-- I'm not-- I'm not--
Q

DR. HEIFETE= Probably the community physician.

MR. NESSONz I'll tell you what I'm not looking for, something--

DR. BILBERGELD= There are these rashes--

MR. NESSON= --that is so obviously disastrous that the whole

world has to mobilize on it. I'm looking for something that's

much closer to a fear in a community.

DR. BILBERGELD= What about these rashes? What about these

rashes?

MR. MOGHISSI: --interested in the view of the investigative

scientist. It's not too early.

MR. COSTNER: I think it's important that once you create just

the spirit of fear, it becomes a black box to which everybody

attaches their sense of what's happened that's been unusual and

troubling over the past few years anywhere near there. And that

in fact when one goes to track down some of these things, one
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finds some things are right there and can be verified, but others

it turns out to be the neighbor of the neighbor of the neighbor

who has the birds in the freezer and they never do show up.

MSo CHESS: But--

MR. COSTNER: And stuff like that.

MR. NESSON: So Arnold Diaz, I want to know what this first story

is going to be.

MR. DIAZ: Well, who said that they had a child that saw samples

being taken? Your child actually saw them. Okay. Did you ever

see any of that?

DR. SILBERGELD: No, I don't go into the woods that much.

MR. DIAZ: You don't. So we have one child who says they saw

this.

DR. SILBERGELD: Oh, _o, there are some other kids too that have-

D

MR. DIAZ: There are.

DR. SILBERGELD: --been out there.

MR. DIAZ: Well, I would like to get together everyone who has

ever had a direct experience with this in a negative way, the

shoes, what have you, anyone who has seen the samples being

taken, and who did they see taking the samples? Then I would

want to call the town and ask about the samples being taken. My

first story, if I had to get a story on the air that night, if I

was operating under a deadline, I would put a story on about a
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group of residents in the East End who have taken an informal

health survey among them and believe that they have a health

problem because of a plant that used to exist on the site. And I

would also quickly call the town for their response and ask what

they have done., Then I would start doing a lot more

investigation.

MR. NESSON: Would you have-- Would you have--

SEN. MCCLUREz

MR. NESSON: Excuse me. Would you have pictures of Harry

Hardship?

MR. DIAZ: Harry--

MR. NESSON: That's the guy with the--

MR. DIAZ: With the child?

MR. NESSON_ --child with leukemia.

MR. DIAZ: Yes.

MR. NESSON: Would you have pictures of the child?

MR. DIAZz Yes.

MR. NESSONz You would let Harry say, "I'm afraid that the woods

have poisoned my children"?

MR. DIAZz If that's his concern and his fear, yes. I would also

go talk to the doctor, if I could, who treated the child.

MR. NESSON: Would you mention--

MR. DIAZ: I would call the Center for Disease Control, I would

call the EPA, I would call the state environmental organization,
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trying to put this thing in perspective.

MR. NESSON: Would you mention the word "carcinogen" or "cancer"

in your story?

MR. DIAZ: Uh, only as it relates to leukemia. No, I wouldn't

talk about a cancer-causing chemical if I didn't know what was in

the ground.

MR. NESSON: Would--

MR. COSTNER: But leukemia implies that.

MR. DIAZ: Right, well, if he's mentioning leukemia, how can I

not?

MR. NESSON: Now Mr. Moghissi--

MR. COSTNER: Well, but it's your choice to put him on the air.

MR. DIAZ: Well, that's true.

MR. NESSON: Mr. Moghissi, they've sent you out. Ms. Steinzor

asks you to go look. Tell us what you find.

MR. MOGHISSI: Well, the first thing I would do, I would want to

gather all the anecdotal evidence that has been provided by

everybody else. And they give the example of the tennis shoe.

The likelihood that chemicals could be present in a wood that

still there are trees in that wood, that the sho_s would be eaten

up, that likelihood is as much as you turning into a three-headed

monster. That likelihood is zero. Because it is simply

impossible by the nature of the chemistry to have such aggressive

chemicals in a wood that would eat up the tennis shoe-- These
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are pretty--pretty stable, the rubber that it's made from is a

very stable material. The likelihood is very sma11--I wouldn't

rule it out--but I would be skeptical to say the least. I would

go and-- Myproblem with the whole thing is that the rumor mill

and the mayor-- If I might tell you, you have -- because instead

of calling me right at the beginning, you had the rumor mill take

over. And you, Mr. Reporter, you didn't do a good job either, if

I may say so-- [laughter]

MR. DIAZ: We never do. [laughter]

MR. MOGHISSI: You should have relied upon-- You should have

called the scientific people who--preferably somebody who has

appropriate credentials and relies upon peer-reviewed science,

relies upon scientific information upon which a consensus has

been reached--

MR. DIAZ: How would I have known who to call?

DR. SILBERGELD: --call--

MR. DIAZ: No, no, and about what? I don't even know what's in

the ground.

MR. MOGHISSI: Correct. That-- You just--

MR. DIAZ: I don't know that you were hired to do a study.

MR. MOGHISSI: You just said it.

MR. DIAZ: Right.

MR. MOGHISSI: You just said it. In other words, to me, that the

cart has been placed before the horse. The first task is to find
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facts. As the senator has pointed out, the likelihood that

business-- I have heard this story so often that it's no longer

funny. So I would go after facts, I would clearly investigate.

If anybody has analyzed the soil samples, I want to know what has
q

been analyzed and what was found. Before I make any judgement I

would like to go through some kind of a statistic to see if the

number of leukemias-- Leukemia occurs naturally, and you want to

know if that number is within statistical limits that is found

naturally or is that more than it should occur.

DR. SILBERGELD: Leukemia doesn't occur naturally. Leukemia is

caused by something. This is not a natural lottery, that some

people draw the bad number.

MRo MOGHISSI: Well--

DR. SILBERGELD: It may not be caused by the chemicals in the

woods, but it's not natural. Now what I want to know, though, is

where you find these great scientists that you can rely on and

trust. [laughter] I mean, you used to work for Monolith

Chemical, so if the mayor goes and talks to you, what is he going

to hear?

MR. MOGHISSI: No, I--

DR. SILBERGELD: "Oh, Monolith Chemical never did anything wrong.

We never dumped anything. All those chemicals were wonderful.

They could never hurt the bottom of a tennis shoe." I mean, I've

heard that.
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MR. MOGHISSI: No, I--

DR. SILBERGELDZ But I've always heard it from you people.

MR. MOGHISSI: No, I didn't-- I never worked for Monolith

Chemical--

DR. 8ILBERGELD: You consulted for them.

MR. MOGHISSI: Well, I never consulted for anyone, but I work for

the government and I am now a university professor and I am not

being paid by anyone--

' e

MS. LEISTNER: I don't think that's important at this polnt.

MR. MOGHISSI: You got it.

MS. LEZSTNER_ I think that, Ellen, what you and I need to do is

to go to our mayor and we need to ask for answers. We need to

get together the EPA and the CDC and our own health people and

find out what are they doing about this problem and are they

going to do something, and what about the people that are still

living around there? What about their health? Is it harmful for

them to continue to live there? We need to do something now

before it's past the point where we can correct the problem.

MR. NESSON: Ms. Leistner, suppose that you decide to do just

that.

MS. LEISTNER: Yes, sir?

MR. NESSON: Would you let Arnold know that you were going?

MS. LEISTNER: I'm not sure that I would because I have heard

some really bad stories about the press and I want this to be
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done and done right, so I think what we need to do--

DR. 8ILBERGELD: Oh, I would. I think--

MS. LZISTNER: --at this point is talk to--

DR. BILBERGELD: --we should call them.

)LB. LEIBTNER: You think we should call the press?

DR. BILBERGELD: Oh, that's the only way those people downtown--

MS. LEISTNER: But I've read so many--

DR. 8ILBERGELD: --are going to respond.

MS. LEIBTNER: --things that they've written that are inaccurate.

DR. 8ILBERGELD: Yeah, but you know the mayor never comes to the

East End unless there is going to be a TV camera there.

[laughter]

MS. LEISTNER: You know, that might be a good idea. Perhaps we

should call the press. [laughter]

MR. NESSON: Here's the idea.

MAYOR FINK: Right.

MR. NESSON: Here's the idea. See if Arnold likes that. We'll

go down to the mayor's office. You'll get Harry Hardship and his

child and Mrs. Robinson and her child and a bunch of neighbors

from the East End, and you will present some kind of a petition,

some kind of a demand for answers. Doesn't that sound good?

MS. LEISTNER: I'm not sure that that's the way to approach the

problem.

MR. NESSON: Talk to Mr. Diaz. See if he likes that.
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MS. LEIBTNZR: We have a serious problem here. We have children

with leukemia, seizure disorders, rashes, thyroid problems, all

of these problems, and we need to know if in fact the problem is

because of whatever is in those woods. And by the way, sir, the

trees are dying. [laughter]

MR. MOGHIBBIz

DR. 8ILBZRGELD: And there are no fish.

MR. NISSON: There are trees that die occasionally in the wood.

That is true.

MS. LEISTNER: And--

MR. NEBBON_ Now, Mr. Diaz--

MR. DIAZz Right.

MR. N2SSONz What do you think about this demonstration that

she's going to start?

MR. DZAZ: I think I have to cover it, and I thi_k I have to get

the mayor to comment upon it.

MR. NESSONz That would make good news, would it not?

MR. DIAZ_ Good news? It would make news. Yes, it would be a

good news story as far as the interest in the community. I mean,

we don't--

MR. MOGKISSI= It would sell a lot of newspapers, though.

MR. DIAZz Well, what's wrong with that?

MR. MOGHISSIz Something--

MR. DIAZ_ I mean, is it any better to let the rumor spread
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without any public airing of it? At least when we bring it to

the surface people have to begin to comment upon it and I think

that's the role we play. I would be there with you when you

walked up the steps of city hall. I'd have pictures of the

petition. I wouldn't necessarily walk into the mayor's office

with you rolling because I would want you to have the chance to

have a private conversation with him, but I would want a comment

from him afterwards about what he is now going to do.

MS. LEIBTNERz Quite frankly, at our site I was never one to call

the press. Never.

MR. NESSON: Mr. Pompili, they're coming up the front steps•

MR. POMPILI: That's where I'm-- As all this is going on, I am

sitting here thinking-- First off, in effect, my credibility is

zilch. [laughter] I mean, I might just put a big bulls-eye

here. [laughter] Based upon--and I know no matter what I say,

it's not going to be accepted. I just know that, right off the

bat. But I still have a responsibility to the city, to the

administration and to the city council. What I would advise the

mayor very strong is, he's got to bring somebody in to get at the

facts. It's got to happen, because now it's growing.

MAYOR FINK: I know.

MR. POMPILI: It's going and it's going. And you've got to start

bringing somebody in to buy time to do a scientific--not a

scientific--some kind of facts out there instead of all this
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misconceptions and everything that is going on.

MR. COSTNER_ But so much time has already been wasted by

avoiding the facts that are available.

MR. POMPILIz That's what I mean. My credibility is gone.

MR. COSTNERz Instead of laughing off people's concerns about

their tennis shoes falling apart, why not sit down with them and

ask them what happened? Did the tennis shoe really fall apart or

did it just show some marks?

MR. POMPILI_ But see, I can't do that.

MR. COSTNER: How long were they out in the woods?

MR. POMPILI_ I can't do that.

MR. COSTNER_ Those kinds of interactions--

MR. POMPILI_ Because my--

MR. COSTNER_ --would have gotten a lot more data to begin a

process of investigation, finding out where the children were

playing at so you know where top send your investigators. Those

kinds of questions have been avoided in this polarized--we don't

give the citizens credibility for giving anything other than

rumor, and then a lack of trust--

MR. NESSON_ Senator McClure.

MR. COSTNER_ --of the evidence.

SEN. MCCLURE: You can't send city personnel out for every wild

story that comes around. The story of the tennis shoes falling

off the feet of the children who walked through the woods is
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ridiculous on its face.

MS. LEISTNER_ I think they were falling apart--

SEN. MCCLUREz And I--
q

MS. LEISTNER_ --not off.

SEN. MCCLUREz Well, I don't care how you phrase it. That's a

ridiculous story. I wouldn't waste the time of responsible city

officials who don't have enough time already to deal with serious

problems to go out and investigate every rumor of that type.

There are thousands of them. Now, if you put together a whole

lot of other facts--facts, rumors, innuendo--so that a picture

develops, then certainly you ought to investigate it. But it

would be impossible for a city health officer to--

MR. COSTNER_ We began--

SEN. MCCLURE: --respond to every one of the stories that comes
t

up.

MR. COSTNER: We began with a picture of several related--

SEN. MCCLUREz No, no--

MR. COSTNER: --scenarios. It was--

SEN. MCCLURE: No, that isn't what you said.

MR. COSTNER_ --not a simple story--

SEN. MCCLURE: No, that isn't what you said.

MR. COSTNERz --of a shoe falling apart.

SEN. MCCLURE: You said the minute the story came up about the

shoes, you would send a man out.
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MR. COSTNERz That is not--

SEN. MCCLUREz That's ridiculous.

MR. COSTNER: That is not what I was saying.

MR. NESSON_ Hold on just a second there.

MS. I_ISTNZRz Hereyou are--

MR. NESSON_ Lee Thomas--

MS. LEZSTNERz --arguing about the problem-- •

MR. NESSON: Excuse me.

MS. LEISTNERz --and nothing's happening. [laughter]

MR. NESSONz Excuse me, please. Lee Thomas, tell us what would

it take to get the EPA out there to actually do some serious

testing.

MR. THOMASz Well, I think it would probably take a call up

through the state. I don't think the EPA would probably come if

in fact state environmental and health officials were not

involved, unless in fact the--unless the facts were so obvious to

the EPA and were so obvious that the state was not responding

appropriately, then I think the EPA would come in independently,

but short of that, I think what you would find is a response that

would say, "But now wait a minute," when the call came from the

citizen. "What's going on? Is the local government involved?

Is the state government involved?" My sense is, the mayor, if we

give him a chance, wants to in fact deal with this problem in two

ways. He wants to gather the facts, just as his attorney advised
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him, with professional assistance, and he wants to communicate

with the people in the East End, probably with a community

meeting to share those facts with them and let's see if we can

work through and determine whether we have a problem here and if

so, what that problem is and how can we deal with it. He said he

wanted to do that. I think let's let him do it. Let's give him

that chance.

MS. CHESS: I think one of the things that will be really

important to put in place is to take all this information at the

East End which is anecdotal and try to figure out what's really

going on. And I think that new system that we put in in the

health department so that you log the calls from people and you

take their names and address down and you collect that

information so that you know what it adds up to will really help.

Because I think that several months ago when that system wasn't

in place and Ellen called about her kid's sneakers and there was

a call about the dead birds, it didn't add up that they were all

in the same place and so this escaped our notice in city

government.

MR. NESSON: Mr. Thomas, stay with me for a moment here. EPA

must get tons of calls--

MR. THOMAS: Right.

MR. NESSON: --from people who are concerned, just as the senator

suggests. The EPA doesn't just run right out and do a lot of
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testing.

MR. THOMAS: Right.

MR. NESSON= It takes something to get you out of your seat. Now

I hear you saying what it takes to get you out of your seat is

not just a call from Brian Costner or Ms. Leistner or Ellen

Silbergeld. You want to hear it up from the state.

MR. THOMAS: Not necessarily. If the facts on their face require

an immediate response that EPA feels it can provide, I think even

then it would coordinate with the state health and environmental

officials to find out how they are deaiing with it, can they deal

with it, do they need EPA's help?

MR. NESSON= How important is it to you that Arnold Diaz has got

an ongoing series now that's gathering up considerable momentum?

MR. THOMAS: Well, that's probably notterrifica_ly important in

terms of determining whether you need to respond or not. It may

be important in trying to provide advice as to how you think the

mayor or the state should deal with the whole situation. It's

obvious, and to me it is in most of the situations like this,

that you have a series of facts that need to be gathered so that

you can make decisions, but you also have a communications

problem that needs to be dealt with quickly, and that generally

means getting out into the community and trying to get as much

fact gathered and shared as possible. And I think Arnold Diaz is

trying to play apart of that role. The mayor needs to be in the
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middle of it and needs to be moving forward, I think on that

part of it quickly.

MR. NESSONz But you're telling me that public pressure through

the media is not really relevant to you.

MR. THOMAS: As I understand where we are in Purity with this

situation, I think we could probably compare it to numerous other

situations around the country. And I think that if EPA, for

instance, tried to respond to each phone call that came in that

said, "We've got a problem in our community that a reporter is

going to do a news story on," it would overwhelm the agency in a

week. I mean, in point of fact, you've got a local health

official and a series of state environmental and health officials

and ultimately EPA, and I think that you've got to see how we can

bring those resources to bear to deal with an issue like this.

SEN. MCCLURE= But if Arnold was able to marshall a whole series

of shows, it implies that there are a whole series of facts,

which makes it a different picture than a single call with a

single incident•

MR. THOMAS: The situation can result--and I know of specific

examples where it has resulted--then in EPA getting involved and

doing an extensive investigation themselves.

DR. SILBERGELD: Well, one thing, Senator--

MR. NESSON: Mr. Pinkowski-- Excuse me. What's your sense of

this? What's your sense of whether the stories that Arnold Diaz
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is pumping out has an effect on whether the EPA will move.

MR. PINKOWSKI_ Well, since I work at the regional level, near

the community, as opposed to in Washington, D.C., we respond a

little more seriously. We would want to know all the information

that he has and we would certainly want to talk to the mayor and

the state agencies to find out what additional information they

have, but if the mayor has some credibility problems with his

health department, it seems to me that that would be a pretty

easy thing for them to say, "Well, by God, we'll bring in the EPA

to do it to deflect a little heat for awhile," and so while we

scratch our heads and figure out how to respond. But not until

after we did talk to--

MR. THOMAS: See, one of the concerns--

MR. PINKOWSKI: --the health officials.

MR. THOMAS: --I would have is that one of the ways to slow down

the process quickly is to try to bring the federal government in

quickly. [laughter/applause] So I would--

MS. LEISTNER: The federal government knew in 1972 and it's

eleven years later and they still have done anything.

MR. THOMAS_ My point. My point. [laughter] In fact, what we

need to do here, I think, is deal with the problem we've got by

bringing in some immediate resources to work with the mayor, the

health official and the people in the community. I think the
i

mayor was giving the mayor good advice about how to do that.
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Let's get some experts in and let's start working on it.

DR. SILBERGELD: Why don't you just fence off the woods?Q

MR. THOMAS: We may.

DR. SILBERGELDz I've had it with this.

MR. THOMAS: We may.

DR. SILBERGELD: I hear this from my senator--

MR. THOMAS: We may immediately.

DR. SILBERGELD: I hear this from my senator, I hear this from my

mayor, I hear about how quickly you're going to study the

problem.

MR. THOMAS: Hey, and I hear from you about the fact that we put

the fence up and now your kids can't run around in the woods any

more. So-- [laughter]

DR. SILBERGELD: No, you put up a lousy fence and it was easy to

tear down.

MR. THOMAS: Let me tell you, there are always two sides, I find,

to these situations, and you need to get out there and start

having some discussion about what's going on--

DR. SILBERGELD: But we'd like some prevention.

MR. THOMAS: --what in fact needs to be done, and we may need to

put a fence up to keep your kids out of the woods if you can't do

it.

MS. LEISTNER: There's that man next door that doesn't really

want you to put that fence up because if you put that sign on the
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fence, it's going to affect the sale of his house.

MR. PINKOWSKI: Just because we're involved doesn't mean that

we're out there doing sampling or anything else like that. That

just gives the town some breathing room while we help them

coordinate what a response might be.

DR. SILBERGELD: But breathing room for what? W_at are we

talking about here?

MR. PINKOWSKI: So they can get out there and do their sampling.

If they had a budget problem, now they realize that they've got

to reallocate some funds to fix this.

MR. NESSON: Can you do the sampling for us, Mr. Pinkowski? I

mean, Purity really just doesn't have the bucks.

MR. PINKOWSKI: We'd have to have more information than this to

do that. [laughter] I mean, so far we have a survey?

MR. NESSON: We've got some illness in the area, we've got some

kids with rashes, but hey, kids have rashes in just about every

community.

MR. PINKOWSKI: But if somebody--

MR. NESSON: We've got some people with leukemia that live close

together, but hey, there are people with leukemia in lots of

communities. We've got some talk about sneakers which other

people say is totally ridiculous. And we've got some rumor about

a paint company that used to be there that's gone out of business

a long time ago. And we've got Arnold Diaz pumping stories in a
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community that's increasingly upset. [laughter]

MR. COSTNERz What we don't have--

MR. NESSONz And the question is, what will it take to get the

EPA to actually come out and do something?

MR. PINKOWSKI: Well, we have to have more information from the

state and the local government• If they can point to a piece of

ground and say, "By God, this murky stuff right here is the

problem," and whether there _re trees growing around there or

not, then maybe we can go out and do it. But so far we just have

some broad information about the woods. I mean, if somebody can

take us and paint to a dump, that makes it a little bit--you

know, a little bit more factual information that helps us--

MR. NESSON: Maybe a picture of a barrel•

MR. PINKOWSKIz --design a response• A what?

MR. NESSONz A picture of an old rusted barrel out there in the

woods•

MR. PINKOWSKI: Well, that would help us at least get somebody

out there to take a look.

MR. NESSON: Now, when somebody goes out to take a look, what do

they wear? What does your person who goes out to take a look

wear?

MR. PINKOWSKI_ I really don't know. I'm not part of the site

assessment crowd•

MR. NESSON: Come on. [laughter] Come on.
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MS. LEIBTNER: This guy was in the woods wearing a white
t

spacesuit.

MR. NZSSON: Mr. Pompili, tell us what he wears.

MR. POMPILI: Any time you call a man, what will happen is

basically, they will come out in a space suit with--

MR. NESSON: A space suit.

MR. POMPILI: --with the self-contained breathing apparatus, and

then the calls just-- [laughter]

MR. NESBON: Mr. Diaz, are you there when the guys go with the

space suit?

MR. DIAZ: Oh, yes. Oh, yes. [laughter] But never in a

spacesuit myself. Oh, I'm there.

MR. PINKOWSKI: We need more information than in the woods. I

mean, if people are pointed to barrels and stuff, certainly they

are going to wear space suits and protective clothing.

MS. CHESS: See, the wonderful thing about Purity is that you

will have talked to the people in the East End and they will be

part of the decision that the white space-suited people are going

to come in and they're going to know exactly what's going on when

they come in and it's going to be seen as a positive event by

them because they--

DR. 8ILBERGELD: But excuse me.

MR. POMPILI: At least they should probably mention that outfit.

DR. BILBERGELD: Should my kids be out there playing while these
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guys are out in spacesuits?

MS. CHESS: Well, one of the things that I think it would be

really important for people to discuss at this informal meeting

that we would have would be you know, what kinds of things do we

want with our kids in the East End? What are our concerns and

what kind of decision do we want to make given that we don't know

what's going on. And the other thing that I would say in the

meeting--the informal meeting we have before the spacesuits come

in--is just a little explanation that the people who wear the

spacesuits do that because they spend all day testing sites, you

know, and they never know what they're up against, so the people

who write the regulations want to make sure that they're

protected because there are lots of different sites•

SEN. MCCLURE: Yeah, but that isn't what the people, public, is

going to hear.

MR. POMPILI: Right.

SEN. MCCLURE: They're not going to hear that part of it.

MR. NESSON: What are they going to hear, Senator?

"Oh my God look what'sSEN. MCCLURE: They're going to hear, , ,

going on out there! It's got to be terrible. The shoes are

falling off the kids. And here's the EPA coming in, sending a

guy in in a spacesuit because it's so dangerous you can't walk

through the woods."

MS. CHESS: But--
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82N. KCCLUPJ: Why, there would be hysteria in the town

overnight.

MR. NRBSONs And Mr. Pompili, what is going to happen when the

spacesuit guy goes out? You were saying--

MR. POMPILIz Oh, shoot• [laughter] Yeah, the reality is that

what's going to happen is it's just going to increase the

magnitude of the hysteria• On top of that, then you're going to

hear more and more sicknesses, more and more things going on.

It's just mushrooming and we're getting farther and farther away

from the facts and more and more into the perception, and it's

rolling. And it's rolling.

MR. NESSON: Dr. Heifete, your office waiting room is full of

patients with complaints now. [laughter] You have rashes all

over the place.

DR. HEIFETE: And I also will say, "We don't know what's going on

here." But I think that you have to address-- Again, prevention.

I would be inclined to say that that area should be closed off

and making it quite clear, and I would hope the press would

reiterate it also, that this is an action because we don't know

what's happening and that it's a protection aspect. When we

agree to do a study and research, it's to answer a question, not

to at the start acknowledge that there is a problem. And I think

too often health officers hold back and are unwilling to do

studies because they say by doing the study we admit there's a
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problem. The whole point of doing the study is _o answer the

question, is there a problem or not.

MR. POMPILIs But--

DR. _IFETEz And I think openness is what--

MR. POMPILIx Understand just by the recommendation now, and I

understand the recommendation, but understand the ramifications

of this, by saying in effect, prevention, and in effect, we ought

to rope this area off, she has just given substance to their

complaints from a doctor saying that in effect it is a problem,

and therefore I am going to hear from those communities, "Well,

my doctor said that should have been roped off." Now all of a

sudden it is no longer theoretical with them, it is now fact that

it's a problem. You have taken from theory into a fact.

MR. NESSONz And when you rope it off, do you put signs up?

MR. POMPILIz Oh, yes. And as I said, it's a rolling train now.

It's really going.

MR. NESSONz What's happened to the real estate market in Purity?

MR. POMPILIz What's happened to everything? Everything is being

directed towards this, and we still haven't got to the facts. We

still have not got to the-- But let me also be loud and clear.

This is what happens. This is exactly what's wrong because we go

this way and-- This has been real difficult for me. Because in

effect what you have done is-- The most important thing to my

agency is our credibility--for our mayor, our administration and
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our neighborhoods. They depend on these situations coming up--

they will come to us first--and I don't please all of them--but

they come to us from a response standpoint--"Is this true or

not?"--and inspect it. And by the scenario that was laid out,

you took me right out of that. You took us right out and we got

into the emotional discussion. And that's why it's difficult for

me to respond, because in effect, the most important thing we

have at a local level is credibility, and when that's gone, then

the train's going and the reporters are coming in and I can't

speak to the neighborhoods, and-- Because the neighborhoods

would come in our situation to our agency and say, "Hey, I'm

getting these complaints. Are they valid or not valid?" and we

would try to respond. And I don't want the feds in our

community. Because--

MS. LEISTNER: We want to try and take control of this ourselves.

We want to try and be proactive so that we have 6ur own people

determining quickly-- That's what Lee Thomas said. It will take

a long time if the feds get involved. They take control of the

situation. It will take them a long time to figure out what's

wrong, and we don't have that tim_. We need to know as soon as

possible for the sake of the community. But there's another

thing, Mike and Mr. Mayor, which is that we have to be aware of

what happens if we don't shut off this site--

MR. POMPILI: Yeah.
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MS. L2IBTN2Rz --and there is a problem down the road. Not only

do we all have to live with the burden of having exposed people

to toxins that could cause them severe health damage, but it

makes our--

MR. POMPILIz But I'm not going to shut that off until I have

something to shut that off.

MS. LEISTNERz Well, I'm saying that the doctor is telling us--

MR. POMPILIz Well--

MS. LEISTNER_ --it's better safe than sorry.

MR. POMPILIz And has the doctor been there?

DR. HEIFETEz Yeah.

MS. LEISTNERz Yes.

MR. POMPILIz Well, obviously she has patients--

MS. LEISTNER_ She's telling us better safe than sorry and we are

very concerned about panicking the community, but if it turns out

that there is a problem down the road and we were not safe, we

decided to sort of stonewall this whole thing, we not only have a

burden on our conscience, but a much bigger--if I dare say the L-

word-- liability. Well--

MR. MOGHISSI: Site investigations-- Some investigations take

long; some do not.

MR. POMPILI_ Right.

MR. MOGHISSIz Some takes very quickly. I dispensed with the

tennis shoe rather quickly. In my opinion, if the
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concentrations, if the chemicals of those concentrations would be

indeed in that community, you no longer deal with chronic

effects, you deal with acute effects• People would just fall

like flies. You don't wait for leukemia to happen; people just

die from respiratory diseases or other diseases• So to me, some

of those questions I can answer rather quickly. Admittedly, some

other questions take longer time to answer• But in all of the

discussion, I have to agree with the commissioner of health that

to me, it's too much in the emphasis on what people say, what the

newspapers say, on "My kid is this" or "My kid is that," and not

enough on facts, actual, scientific facts.

MR. NESSON_ Well, let's--

MR. MOGHISSI: Go and investigate by someone who knows the

subject and for heaven's sake, get yourself a panel-- Every

city-- Purity happens to be located in South Carolina with a

beautiful medical school right here in Charleston. Get the

president to set up a panel to review the subjects of this

investigator who studies--

MR. COSTNER: Why do you set up a panel of expert advisers before

you've even sat down and done the most basic thing of having a

common, calm--maybe at times not so calm--meeting with the

citizens to find out about those shoes and see why they would

even begin spreading that rumor, to find out abo_t their health

survey that they've done in their neighborhood• That hasn't even
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happened yet.

MR. POMPILI= Right.

MR. COSTNER: That's the most basic first step.

MR. MOGHIBSI: Well-- I agree. ,

MR. PINKOWBKI: That's because our technical expert has said

that--

MR. MOGHIBBIz That's a part--

MR. PINKOWSKIz --has said that there is no problem there because

he is familiar with every single circumstance--

MR. MOGHISSIz That's--

MR. PINKOWSKIz --that has happened on the planet [laughter] we

all take great assurance from that.

MR. MOGHISSI: No, no--

MR. PINKOWSKIz I could introduce you to some communities where

there are things growing where tennis shoes do get melted.

[laughter]

MS. LEISTNER: And people are not dropping dead.

MR. PINKOWSKIz That's right.

MR. NESSON: I'll tell you what. Let's introduce--

MR. MOGHISSIz I would like to see that community. [laughter]

MR. NESSONz --some facts. Let's introduce some facts. Finally

a fact. We send out an investigation, whether in a moonsuit or

whatever, who takes samples of the soil back to the laboratory,

tests it with whatever the method--mass spectrometry or some
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mysterious process beyond mere mortals. [laughter] And the

result comes out that yes, indeed, in the soil they found twelve

parts per billion of tri-ethyl-fataline [laughter] known in the

industry as TEF. Twelve parts per billion. One part per billion

is the acceptable level. TEF is believed to be an extremely

dangerous carcinogen. Now there's a fact. Now bear with me for

a moment. Let's find out what this fact means. Ms. Silbergeld--

Dr. Silbergeld--tell us how we found out that tr[-ethyl-fataline

was a serious carcinogen.

DR. SILBERGELD: Well, TEF was sent to the NIH for testing in

rats and mice and it was--

MR. NESSON: Why didn't we test it in people if we're interested

in knowing about carcinogens in people?

DR. SILBERGELD: Well, ever since Nazi Germany we've stopped

doing that.

MR. NESSON: You can't test it on people because--

DR. SILBERGELD: Well, some people would say the chemical

industry tests chemicals on people a lot of the time, but those

aren't well controlled experiments. [laughter] So we generally

test chemicals in rats and mice and in fact, under our current

protocol, the way in which we do this, it caused a very great

increase in liver cancer in female mice--not male mice--male

rats--not female rats--and had equivocal responses in guinea

pigs, but it was extremely powerful in those animals in which it
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caused liver cancer.

MR. NESSON: So it affected some animals, but not other animals.

DR. SILBERGELD; Right.

MR. NESSON: And do we know why it affected some but not others?

DR. SILBERGELD: Well, some people say it has to do with

metabolism and that might be different between the male and the

female mice, and maybe with humans too, but we really don't know.

MR. NESSON= The fact is we don't know.

DR. SILBERGELD: We don't know.

MR. NESSON: When you say we tested in animals, tell us how we

test the animals with tri-ethyl-fataline.

DR. SILBERGELD: What we do is, we take young animals--we take

sixty animals per group, per sex, per species--and we give them

varying doses of TEF, and we go up to what's called the maximally

tolerated dose, which is very high dose--

MR. NESSON; The maximum tolerated dose.

DR. SILBERGELD: Right.

MR. NESSON; What would that be?

DR. SILBERGELD: That's a dose that we've found in shorter

experiments is the dose that doesn't produce death, doesn't

produce obvious pathology or weight loss. So we use that as our

limit.

MR. NESSON: You give them as much as you can give them without

killing them.
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DR. SILBERGELD: Or obviously harming them, right. And then we--

MR. NESSON_ So this is like a big dose.

DR. SILBERGELD: Usually it's a very big dose, but you've got to

keep in mind, we're dealing with really a very small number of

animals. We're limited by statistics as to what we might see.

We're also limited by the fact that the rats and the mice live a

short time, and humans--

MR. NESSON: How long do they live?

DR. SILBERGELD: They live about two, two-and-a-half years.

MR. NESSON: Whereas humans--

DR. SILBERGELD: Seventy, seventy-two years. So we are

compressing a certain amount of time of the human experience into

the rodent lifetime. We have to do that.

MR. NESSON: So let me see if I have the idea. You test on

animals with short lifespans, and so you cram a lot of this stuff

in them to see if it produces any results within their short

life.

DR. SILBERGELD: That's our high dose. We also use lower doses•

And we feel better when we see a dose response curve--that is, as

we increase the dose, we see a greater response in the number of

animals that have cancer.

MR. WEINER: But half these chemicals test positive only at that

maximum tolerated dose and don't show the same sort of effect at

the lower doses. And yet they are usually evaluated as being
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potent carcinogens nonetheless. So that it becomes, even as you

were implying, within the term "carcinogen" or even "potent

carcinogen," there is some series of assumptions about what we

mean and exactly how powerful they are and how well that would

transfer from these high pulses for the short-lived animals into

the much more chronic exposure over the lifetime of the human.

DR. REIFETEz I wanted to ask whether you look aS other effects

when you're doing that study for cancer. Are you looking for

impacts on reproduction, neurologic effects--

DR. SILBERGELD_ Not very well. No, we don't.

DR. REIFETE: You rarely look at that.

MR. MOGHISSIz There are separate tests.

DR. SILBERGELD: Well, the NIH toxicology program really just

looks for cancer.

MR. NESSON: Just looks for cancer.

DR. SILBERGELD_ That's basically it. We have some other data,

but the driving determination is certainly whether or not there

is an increase in the number of animals with tumors.

MR. NESSON: And Mr. Weiner says--and you said--some animals,

maybe not other animals, and we can't tell why. Some dose rates,

not other dose rates, and we can't really tell why. But if we

come up with tumors in these animals, this chemical can move into

the category of "potent carcinogen."

DR. SILBERGELD: Well, potent has to do with how many tumors, at
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what doses and over what period of time. So it's not simply a

yes or no. But I want to remind you, this is preventive public

health. We've been assigned the duty by Congress at NIH to

identify risks in order to prevent disease. So if you're asking

me are we possibly making mistakes on the side of safety, I am

willing to acknowledge we are--

MR. NESSON: In other words--just one second--in other words you

are not saying that tri-ethyl-fataline causes cancer in human

beings. You're saying it might.

DR. BILBERGELD: We don't know that yet.

MR. NESSON: There is a risk.

DR. 8ILBERGELD: There is, based on everything we know about the

commonality of responses among mammals, there is good reason to

accept that chemicals that cause cancer in rodents are likely to

cause cancer in humans. We do not yet--let me stress--have a

clear example of the false positive, that is the chemical that is

a potent carcinogen in our rats and mice and is not in humans.

MR. NESSON: Senator.

SEN. MCCLURE: Well, there is another step in this that people

should understand, and that is, you don't begin to get down to

the level of one part in one billion for the test.

DR. SILBERGELD:" We can't

SEN. MCCLURE: You don't.

DR. SILBERGELD: Statistically.
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BEN. MCCLUREz You do not. You use formulas to extrapolate to

get to that point.

DR. BILBERGELD: That's correct.

BEN. MCCLOREz And one of the real questions is whether those

formula are reasonable.

MR. WEINER: So that that maximum tolerated dose that we were

discussing can be a thousand or even ten thousand times higher--

BEN. MCCLORE= Or even more.

MR. WEINER: --than the exposure that humans might find even in a

very intense toxic waste dump. So it's a series of assumptions

and extrapolations to get from those findings in labs to the

potential risks, the being safe rather than sorry risk in humans.

But in fact even within the community of people who do rat

testing, within the board of advisers to the toxicology program

within NIH and EPA, there have been a variety of dissent in

reports over the last few years about the question of whether

this chain of assumptions really is a reasonable way of making

public policy.

MR. NESSON: All right now, let's turn to the other side of this

fact. There are twelve parts per billion and one part per

billion is the acceptable level. How did that get determined,

Mr. Pinkowski?

MR. PINKOWSKI: Well, it got determined very much the way the
i

senator described: that they took their interpretations of these
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responses, they said at these very high levels, we can see

responses, and they extrapolated backwards--assuming that humans

will react similarly to rodents to the substance.

MR. NESSON: Assuming that humans will react similarly, they

extrapolate backwards. They are projecting that if humans are

exposed to this chemical, that there will be an increase in the

number of cancers.

MR. PINKOWSKI: That it's possible that there would be an

increase.

MR. NESSON: How much increase in cancer is acceptable?

MR. PINKOWSKI: Well, the current standards that we have for us

are an increase one in ten thousand and one in a million is an

acceptable range--

MR. NESSON: An increase--

MR. PINKOWSKI: --in additional cancer risk in a community.

MR. NESSO_: So--

SEN. MCCLURE: That needs to be put in perspective too, because
Q

you're not talking about one in a million normal people in a

normal exposure. You're talking about the people most sensitive

to a response to the maximum degree of exposure. For example,

you would cram a million people into a toxic waste dump and make

them stay there for seventy years, and if one out a million of

them might get cancer, that's not a tolerable risk.

MR. NESSON: Just let me see if I understand. Hold on. I'm
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trying to determine what the acceptable level is. And you say

when you extrapolate to humans and you imagine an increase in

cancer from people being exposed to whatever the acceptable level

is, if there is projected to be one additional cancer in a

million people exposed over a seventy year period, that would be

unacceptable.

MR. PINKOWSKIz No. No, no, no, no. That's the level to which

we clean up, is that one in ten thousand to one in a million.

That's where we define as being acceptable, and I--

SEN. MCCLURE: Well, let's-- We're in Purity now and we're

talking about TEF. And you're going to go out there and you

found some TEF out there and you're going to clean that up.

That's the standard that would be applied.

MR. PINKOWSKI: That's right. That's right. And maybe it would

be helpful to ask Ellen where that one in ten thousand to one in

a million came from.

DR. SILBERGELD: Sure. That wasn't created by scientists.

That's really a social and political decision that we've decided

as a country that we consider it worth investing to protect

people from increased risks of that order. And it's based on the

fact that we recognize that cancer is a very common disease.

It's also a disease that the medical profession has to admit we

really can't cure in most instances.

SEN. MCCLURE: But that's the whole--
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DR. BILBERGELDs Excuse me just a moment.

SEN. MCCLUREz Surely.

DR. BILBERGELDz And therefore we have decided as a society--not

as a society of scientists, but really as a society of citizens--

and we have repeatedly decided this as our legislatures nave

spoken for us--that the bright line, if you will, between

acceptable and unacceptable risk is in that range of one in ten

thousand--that's what we say in the workplace--

MR. NESSON: Make it real.

DR. SILBERGELD: --to one in a million.

MR. NESSON: Make it real for me. I'm trying to imagine in the

community-- Here we are, we live in Purity. Is what we're

talking about a level of TEF that would in the whole city, over a

seventy-year span--cause maybe one additional cancer.

SEN. MCCLURE: No, no, not even that.

DR. 8ILBERGELD: That's the wrong--

SEN. MCCLURE: Not even that.

DR. BILBERGELD: That's the wrong way to look at it. Because

you're taking a very one dimensional interpretation into a

community in which there is a range of people of different ages,

different reproductive status, some of them smoke--which will

undoubtedly multiply the risk of TEF--some of them have poor

diets, and with the cutbacks in the public health program, we've

had to lay off the WIC program, so now we've got pregnant women
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with bad diets. There is going to be a whole range of

susceptibilities. Please keep in mind this is prudence and

preventive medicine that we're trying to bring to environmental

health.

SEN. MCCLURB: Well--

MR. NESSON: Hold on, Senator, let me just get td you in a i

minute.

DR. 8ILBERGZLD: And let me also say that--

MR. NESSONz I want to come to Mr. Moghissi.

MR. MOGHISSI: Yes. The trouble with that is that Purity has

only a thousand people. So this business with one in ten

thousand, since not a tenth of a person can die or can get

cancer, so that in fact one in ten thousand means zero.

MR. COSTNER: No.

DR, 8ILBERGELD: No. No. No.

MR. MOGHISSIz Yes, sir.

DR, 8ZLBERGELDs No.

MR. MOGHISSI: Absolutely yes.

DR. SILBERGELD: No.

MR. COSTNER: -- using those kinds of statistics, it's not

either--

MR. MOGHISSI: Well, I suggest you--

MR. COSTNER: It's neither a yes or a no. A person--

MR. MOGHISSI: --listen to the basic statistics.
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MR. COSTNER: --will either get cancer or not.

MR. MOGHISSI: That's exactly what it means.

DR, 8ILBERGELD: No.

MR. MOGHISSI: It means that is zero.

DR, SZLBERGELD: No.

SEN. MCCLITRE: Hold that out to somebody.

MR. NESSON: Mr. Weiner.

MR. WEINER: I think I would stay out of that particular one.

[laughter] Let's assume there are ten thousand people in the
t

valley.

SEN. MCCLURE: Oh, no, no, they've got to be in the toxic waste

dump.

MR. WEINER: Well, that was my next point--

SEN. MCCLURE: They can't just be in the valley.

MR. WEINER: --is that--

DR. HEIFETE: The toxic waste dump is the woods where the kids

play.

MR. WEINER: Okay, so there are ten thousand people in the

valley, but the number of people who are in that woods, if it's

going to stay woods and not turn just into a playground, is

relatively small, the number of people who are there every day,

twenty four hours a day, for seventy years is relatively small.

So that you have to divide these things out. But the broader

perspective is, of the ten thousand people in that valley,
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something llke two thousand five hundred are dying from cancer

each year for other reasons. So you're talking about even if

this turns out to be true prevention, you are preventing one

cancer out of the two thousand five hundred cancers that are

already there, which we might want to be dealing with in a lot of

other ways--

DR. XEIFETE: I'd like to--

MR. WEINER= --as well.

DR. HEIPETE: I'd like to speak to--

MR. WEINERz It's that perspective that tends to get lost as we

get into this focus on the woods as we were discussing earlier,

about how everybody is busy posting signs about the woods, is

that we have this very large rate of cancer for _any other

reasons that is not going to be influenced by whatever we do in

that woods.

MR. NESSON: Dr. Heifete.

DR. REIFETE: I would like to point out, if we are talking about

broader perspectives, that the rats that were tested had the

unique advantage of being exposed to only one chemical, one

carcinogen. These people are living in that toxic waste site

where there would be multiple agents--

MR. WEINER: We don't know that. We only found one.

DR. HEIFETE: Well, potentially. And it turns out also a piece

of information that was not initially involved in this discussion
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was that the East End is a community like many communities where

toxic waste sites are set that is predominantly poor, is

predominantly made up of people of color. And they have not only

the disadvantage perhaps of living in an area where they are

exposed in their homes, but working in more hazardous industries,

some of them may go out in the fields and work. So we are

talking about people who this one particular carcinogen that we

know--that we think we found in acceptable levels--was just one

in a multitude of toyic materials that might either be related to

cancer or to birth defects or neurologic problems--

MR. NESSON= All right.

DR. HEIFETE= --or you know, logic problems or developmental

problems.

MR. NESSON: Thank you. Mr. Pompili.

MR. POMPILI: This is a very important discussion here, because

what is occurring here-- And that's very important• We've

talked about the possibility of cancer. I don't think the

numbers are important here from that standpoint• What is

happening though is at the local level, there are finite

resources. The federal government has not learned that yet but

on the local level that is true. And what is happening now is we

are re-prioritizing our resources to your possible one in a

million, one whatever, and we are taking from programs where the

evidence is irrefutable that it has helped impact--WIC, well-baby
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clinics and all that stuff--and those resources are being moved

and so places where in effect we've had--or if you want to go

police, fire, whatever--they're coming from things th3t are

proven--not hypothetical, but are proven risks, and those

resources are now being moved to hypothetical risks. And on a

local level, that is really causing us some major problems.

MR. NESSON_ Lee Thomas, what do you say about that?

MR. THOMAS: I say he is absolutely right. And this discussion

to me has just brought it right home, and that i{, we are talking

about in fact a situation where that decision making process of

is this a risk that we need to deal with in our community is not

within the grasp of the community to make. That decision has

been made at a federal level. We have, as Ellen said,

established through a public policy process a prioritization that

this is the most important risk for you to deal with above

everything else in your community, when in fact, it's not. It is

absolutely not. It is in case, just as the doctor said, probably

one very small element of risk to the people who live in that

community, many of which are proven risks--not theoretical risks-

-and the issue here is, how much of our society's resources do we

want to put behind this problem, and how do we give the mayor and

public health commissioner and the citizens of that community

some decision-making authority to deal with this p_oblem?

MR. NESSON: Brian Costner, do you say he's wrong?
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MR. COSTNER: No, I agree with him, and particul_rly with his

last point. It's I think critical for government to make

policies that are based on preventing health impacts,

particularly on a broad social level. I also think, however,

that a community ought to have the right to look at the various

sources of health impacts within that community and help make the

decision about what are the ones to be prioritized. And let me

also stress, however, that that absolutely does not mean that you

turn away from the dump site. You don't pretend like it's not a

hazard, you don't pretend like it's not there, but what it may

mean is that you don't go dumping millions and millions and

millions of dollars there that are coming out of other programs,
Q

particularly if it's involving local money.
°

MR. NESSON: Senator

SEN. MCCLURE: There are two points. Ellen made a statement a

moment ago I can't leave standing, and that is that we have

decided public policy. "We" is a very narrow range of people who

really understand what's going on. The public doesn't understand

just how irrational that is. And secondly, we have to sometime

decide that we can't do everything for everyone. We don't have

the resources. We have to establish some priorities. And

they're not just health priorities. Health priorities compete

with every other priority in society, and if there is anything
t

wildly wrong with the Congress of the United States and the
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federal deficit, it is that the Congress has been unwilling to

wrestle with the question of setting priorities. For us to send

millions of dollars after something that is of very, very small

risk, and therefore of very relatively small importance to our

society is wildly irrational. And that's the point of this whole

discussion, I hope.

MR. MOGHISSI: And we have, in the scientific community, we are

particularly guilty for having been in our ivory towers, we have

sat in there, have done our research, have done our teaching, and

have not in my judgement sufficiently informed the public, the

decision makers, Congress--U.S. Congress--the mayor, the health

commissioner, on what is truly necessary for the nation to do.

We have no--in the scientific community--we have no wisdom of

what's good for the society or not, but we are qualified indeed

to put the risks in the proper perspective in such a way that the

commissioner, the mayor, the senators, and the administrator of

the EPA, can take, and then on the basis of those--in their own

judgement; they don't have to follow our priorities-- But we in

the scientific community in my judgement have failed, have

miserably failed, by not speaking out on relevant issues of

science and in effect have left the forum to the advocates on

either side, and there are several of them, on several sides.

MR. NESSON: Ms. Silbergeld, he says you've failed.

DR. SILBERGELD: Have I failed as a citizen or as a scientist
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now? [laughter]

MR. MOGHISSIz We are failing as scientists.

DR. SILBERGELDz Which hat?

MR. NESBON: He says you've failed as a scientist.

DR. SILBERGELD_ Well, I think there is a lot of truth to that,

but you know, there is another current here, which bothers me

deeply• And I don't know the answer to it. And it bothers me as

someone who, I think like all of us here, deeply lespect the

inspiration of this, which is Thomas Jefferson• If we allow

ourselves to think of these problems as so complex and so in need

of technical input, we are removing the possibility of public

participation in their identification and solution. When I spoke

to the public's role in deciding these, I really meant the way in

which the public has spoken through California's Proposition 65,

which after all was a referendum, the way in which the public has

continued to endorse by its support of EPA's program, EPA remains

of intense concern--or maybe a love-hate relationship--but

intense concern to the American public. I think the public loved

EPA, and the reason why they get mad is because they want it to

succeed so much. These issues, and the way in which we value

risk, and the high priority we place on it, I think does reflect

what the public thinks. And I don't think the public is "ill-

informed" or if it is, then it is all of our duty, not just

scientists--
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MR. NESSON_ Let's come--

DR. SILBERGELD: --to inform that discretion, as you say.

MR. NESSON_ Let's come to Mr. Diaz here. You are informing the

public here. Now the test result comes out twelve parts per

billion tri-ethyl-fataline, believed to be a potent carcinogen.

What's your headline?

MR. DIAZ_ Just that, that there are potentially toxic chemicals

in excess of acceptable limits being found in the dump. And the

next question is, what's going to happen about it? In which

case, I would definitely go to the town first and if our town

health officer--

MR. NESSON: Do it for us, would you?

MR. DIAZ_ Okay. You've seen the test results. What do you feel

is the next step that needs to be taken?

MR. POMPILI: Since I don't have any credibility anyhow right now

locally-- [laughter]

MR. DIAZ_ Well, I'll restore your credibility. We'll restore

it.

MR. POMPILIz Yes, it's a no-winner. Basically what we are

saying is in effect, based upon the results, we will have to--and

this is the put off and it's not the answer, but it's the only

one you can give--we'll have to consult with the EPA and the

state health agency to see what action has to be," because it's a

long process• It isn't going to happen in a week. It's a no
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winner.

MR. NESSON: Mr. Pompili, consult with the EPA, would you?

Here's Mr. Pinkowski right here.

MR. POMPILI: Well, basing it on your situation there, we have

this site out there and it's got twelve parts per billion, the

acceptable standard is one part per billion. What options do we
I

have? In effect, can we close it off, does it have to be dug up?

What situations exist for us in the long term to correct this

situation?

MR. PINKOWSKI: Are you inviting us in officially or are you just

consulting with us--

MR. POMPILI: In a situation like this and because of our budget,

we don't have a choice. There's only-- What, there are one or

two people in my whole agency. So at that point we would have to

invite you in. Q

MR. PINKOWSKI: Well, we would have to go out and there with our

moon suits--

MR. POMPILI: Wait, I've got to clear it through him first.

[laughter]

MS. 8TEINZOR: Yes, wait, wait, wait.

MAYOR FZNK: If I may-- You know, I think I'll ask Mike to come

into my office--

MR. POMPILI: Yes.

MAYOR FINK: --as well as counsel and chief medical director,
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municipal attorney, the-- First of all, let's find out, you

know, what are our requirements under the law? What do we have

to do and what do we have some options on? Then I would like to

find out--

MR. NESSON: Talk to Ms. Steinzor and find out. Let's have the

meeting right here.

MAYOR FINK: Okay. You know, we're told we have twelve parts per
Q

billion?

MR. NESSONz Twelve ppb.

MAYOR FINK: Under federal or state law or local law, is that at

a flashpoint at which we are obligated to take a particular--

And I don't want your immediate answer. I want you to check it

out.

MR. NESSON: But I want your immediate answer. [laughter]

MS. STEINZOR: Yes, we have to do something about it.

MAYOR FINK: Okay.

MS. BTEINZOR: And for the sake of the community and its future

economic development and for the sake of your success as a mayor,

we have to do something about it as fast as we can.

MAYOR FINK: Okay.

MR. NESSON: Cut to the chase.

MS. STEINZOR: We--

MR. NESSON: Who pays? What do we do? How much?

MAYOR FINK: I don't ask her that question.
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MR. NESBON: And when?

MAYOR PINKz I don't ask her that question. She just gives me

the legal-- Do I have to act? When she tells me I have to act,

then I go to my engineers and my physical people--

MS. BTEINZOR: Right, right.

MAYOR PINK: --and come up with some figures. And we sort of

evaluate that. If--you know--as I say, there is almost always

some discretion, we will maybe call the local EPA and certainly

get the state DEC involved.

MR. NESSON: Listen, I want to get to what actually happens here.

MAYOR PINK: Well, we're getting to that. .

MR. NESSON: Everybody is talking about--

MAYOR PINK: So I come up with some kind of recommendation. Then

I take it to my assembly. Now that's a whole new ballgame,

because I say, "Hey, we don't have the money." I mean, if that's

the case--we're talking about a lot of money--I say, you know, we

don't have it. Now how do you-- How are we going to address it?

As mayor, this is the way I suggest that we address this problem.

We have-- There are some things we just can't answer the way we

would like to. So what are the options? And then you people in

the assembly, you've got as much to say about this as I do, tell

them what you've got on your mind. o

MR. NESSON: Ms. Steinzor, tell us what the situation is out in

the field right now at this stage of the problem. Will there be

g
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a fence around the wood?

MS. 8TEINZOR: Yes.

MR. NESSON: There would be a fence already around the wood.
Q

MS. STEINZOR: Hopefully. Hopefully, yes.

MR. NESSON: With signs on it and--

MR. POMPZLI: We may not do it.

MS. 8TEINZOR: And the doctor has recommended it.

MAYOR FINK: Well, we're more likely to, but--

MS. STEINZOR: And the doctor has recommended it, and because the

doctor has recommended it, I have strongly recommended it to you.

There will be a fence and then there will be a cleanup required

and the state of confusion out there in the field is enormous,

whether we leave the fence and wait until we have the technology

in twenty or thirty that can definitively deal with TEF, whether

we try and cap the site so that the rainwater does not percolate

through the dirt and wash TEF into our groundwater that we are

drinking, whether we-- What we do about it is going to be

enormously frustrating and difficult for us to figure out. There

is one thing that is clear though, that if we can manage somehow

to figure out a way, be as creative as we can, to do a remedy

that is acceptable in close consultation with our citizens,

keeping them informed of everything we do, if we do a remedy

quickly, it would be less expensive, better for the community.

And lots of communities across the country are taking just that
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approach because they are really caught between a rock and a hard

place. If we don't clean it up, our town is worth nothing. Talk

about property values and health.

MR. NRSSON: Back to you, Mr.Diaz.

MR. DIAZ: Right.

MR. NZSSON: It's your story.

MR. DIAZ: Okay.

MR. NESSON: Take it.

MR. DIAZ: There is another big question here. While all the

debate about who is going to clean it, how much it is going to

cost, when it's going to happen, the public is in an uproar over

what does this mean? Do I keep my kids indoors? Are they more

likely to get leukemia now? Do we move out of the community?

How long have we been exposed to it already? What does that mean

as far as our health goes? And they want answers. So I guess I

start with the town health officer, but I also go al! the way

through to the Center for Disease Control and whoever else I can

get to to help put this in perspective--

MR. POMPILI: Well, have fun doing it.

MR. DIAZ: --and maybe to the university professors, who are very

difficult for reporters to reach because they are not out there

in the field, they are not with any agencies. So I do need that

perspective.

SEN. MCCLORE: There is something else happening to you at the
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same time and that is a citizens' group has been formed over

there who is beating on you every day.

MR. POMPZLIs Right.

SZN. MCCLERZ_ Take care of our kids. What are you doing to us?

MS. ClLWSSz I think that that's a real question, does that
l

citizens' group hear about this on the TV--

MR. POMPZLZ| Right•

MS. C_SSz --or since we have responsive government, have the

health officer and the mayor, who has such a good reputation for

dealing with people, have they both gone out and take to that

community so that before Arnold Diaz comes in, they have some

sense of what's going on, and they don't watch it on the six

.;clock news and go, "Why am I hearing about this on TV? Does

this mean I really can't trust my mayor?"

MR. PINKOWSKIz That's not what ends up happening, though. What

ends up happening is that because of the limited resources,

because capping and doing all those sorts of things is

tremendously expensive, it gets dumped on EPA's lap so that the

mayor can go, "EPA, how come you're not doing this any faster?"

and just like Lee Thomas said, we don't want to be the first line

into the community, because we don't know the local culture

there• We don't know how to communicate with those citizens. We

don't know the myriad of issues that they have that might get

lumped onto us in anger at a public meeting•
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MR. POMPILIs Ires like--

MR. NESSONs So Mr. Pinkowski, let me just underline your point.

What I hear you saying is, what's likely to happen here is when

Mayor Fink sits down with his advisers and recognizes the expense

and difficulty and political danger of this situation, he is very

likely to come to the conclusion that the best course for him

would be to call in the EPA.

MR. PINKOWSKIs Or the state agency. His attorney is going to

disagree with him strenuously because it will draw the process

out, but what often happens is that the political influences

carry greater weight.

MR. NESSON: And political influence because once he calls in the

EPA, he's done something--

MR. PINKOWSKI: That's right, and then he can-- o

MR. NESSON: --and then it's up to you to do something.

MR. PINKOWSKI: Right.

MR. NESSON: And if something doesn't happen--

MR. PINKOWSKI: Ites my fault.

MR. NESSON: And then he's on the line to Senator McClure to call

Lee Thomas to get in your--

MR. POMPILI: Right.

MR. THOMASz But also he is faced with an absolute practical

problem, and that is the money to deal with this. He has a

problem, it is a problem he needs to deal with it. Hees been
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told that. Even if the dealing with it is making sure the fence

is up and testing to determine what needs to be done. The town

of Purity doesn't have that kind of money to go out and get that

done. He's going to have to find that money from somewhere else.

The first step alone that way is to find it at a state level.

i The state people may well say, "Look, our coffers are pretty well
Q

dry from one more site; let's go try and get it from EPA. I

think that money pressure is the pressure that will drive you up

that government chain fairly quickly.

MS. STEINZORz There is a hook here that is just worth

mentioning, which is that I think you said to us that this site

is municipally owned. So even if he goes looking for the money

up the chain or down the chain, it could end up back in his lap

ultimately, because under the law, if he owns it, he is

responsible. So he is in a very difficult position. We are in a

difficult position.

MR. NESSON: Would it make a difference in your strategy, Ms.
t

Steinzor, if a researcher digging in the records turned up a

chain of title between Monolith, which we had all thought had

gone out of business long ago--

MS. STEINZOR: Ah, yes. Now you're singing my song. [laughter]

MR. NESSON_ And Mr. Buntrock--[laughter]--Mr. Buntrock--

MS. STEINZOR: Sorry, Dean-- [laughter]

MR. NESSON_ --your business which has just recently been brought
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to the town of Purity three years ago and is an industry of hope,

employing now hundreds and hundreds of Puritan workers.

MR. BUNTROCK: Was.

MS. BTEINZOR: Well, the song's not so great now.

MR. NESSON: Tell us your thoughts.

MS. BTEINZOR: Well, as a municipal attorney counseling the

mayor, who is in a very tight spot, and Mike, I would always be

looking for another source of funding for this. And especially

it would be my responsibility to look for insurance, which lots

of cities have old poiicies that this would cover, and to look

for possible ownership by a corporation that is solvent, and in

desperation, we would be searc_ _ _,eryhard for that. And then

I would find out it was the to_ iggest employer, and my

dilemma would be increased dramatically.

BEN. MCCLURE: Not your dilemma. His.

MS. STEINZOR: The mayor's dilemma.

SEN. MCCLURE: Yeah.

MS. STEINZOR: Definitely.

MR. NESSON: Mr. Mayor, talk to Mr. Buntrock.

MAYOR FINK: Well, I, you know-- I don't want to get myself

caught violating a law where I am personally liable. But I do

want to really c_eck this thing out. I mean, if we're looking at

these big costs and how many people's lives are involved, I would

want to question whether this twelve in one billion, you know, go
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into that a little. Again, I wouldn't intend to make a decision

myself-- Other than I wouldn't let myself get personally liable,

or you'd better not let me get personally liable--

MR. NESSON: Mr. Mayor, talk to Mr. Buntrock. [laughter]

MAYOR PINK: Do you own the paint company or--

MR. NESSON: No, no. He owns Hope Industries. Hope Industries,

it turns out, is successor in title, as she's discovered--

MAYOR PINK: Oh.

MR. NESSON: --to the land, at least a piece of it, that Monolith

used to be on. But in fact, Hope is in a totally clean, lovely

business employing lots of people in Purity. And in fact it's

been a keystone of your success in revitalizing the city.

MAYOR PINK: Well, I would go talk to him and--

MR. NESSON: Talk to him then• [laughter]

MAYOR PINK: There may be a problem, but I want you to know I am

not going to create it for you. [laughter] But under federal

law, you may have a problem. So you should get your counsel

working with ours and you really should get involved in a little

bit of research yourself and see what-- And we'll go from there,

and remember I am your friend, but-- Someone is going to have to

pay and under federal law, it may be you even though you are as

innocent as I am. [laughter]

MR. NESSON: What do you say to him, Mr. Buntrock?

MR. BUNTROCK: I would say, "Tom, we are good friends, but from
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now on, have your attorney deal with my attorney." [laughter]
i

MR. NESSON_ All right, we're at the town meeting that everybody

wants. We've got this problem in Purity. We've got the woods.

It's got a fence around it now. We've got the EPA involved.

Sometime in the future something might happen. Possibilities of

Hope Industries being tagged with a huge bill. The people are

divided. They're confused. There is one group that says, "Hey,

twelve parts per billion of TEF, that kills some rats, but not

others, and some guinea pigs, but not others, and then gets

extrapolated out through some formula that looks to one

additional death in twenty-five hundred over a seven-year period,

this is not something to be totally upset about. The thing to be

upset about is the fact that our property values have gone south

and our jobs are threatened." And then we've got another third

of the group, who is in there saying, "Yes, but this is a serious

problem. This is our children who are playing in the woods.

This is water flowing downstream and people fishing down below

and eating whatever is coming out. We're talking about

preventive care. I like the EPA. I vote green. I want my

environment to be clean and pure." And then we've got a third in

the middle. It's me, Joe Citizen. I'm totally confused. I want

to know what does this mean for me? Help me out.

MR. POMPILI_ Basically this is the perfect scenario when you go

into neighborhood meetings. You usually have about twenty
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percent that aren't going to listen to a word you say. You have

the other twenty percent that will believe everything you say,

and you are after _he sixty percent in the center. And you try

to lay it out in a nice logical way the best way you can with the

proper communication standards--

MR. NESSON: Help me out. My wife tells me, "Wear your

seatbelt." I say I'd rather take a chance. Is that a bigger

chance than the chance I take in living in Purity?

MR. POMPILI: Yeah, but you have to understand that when you deal

with the public-- There is a term for it called outrage factors

and it gets into personal choice issues. They look at that

totally different than they look at exposure to a hazardous

chemical. It's really handled differently with them. And you

have to know that going in when you talk to them on the

presentation. If you go in there talking about sea,belts and

smoking and everything, you will get blown out of the way. Just

get blown out.

MR. WEINER: That's because we've taught people to think that

way.

DR. 8ILBERGELD: No, it's that one is being done to you and over

which you have no control and from which you may not be getting

much benefit as opposed to what you have some control over and

from which you perceive you get a benefit. You know, I've heard

people say, "Well, people who go hang gliding shouldn't worry
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about benzine in their drinking water." That violates everything

we believe in about personal freedom, and even t_e freedom to be

somewhat irrational in what we do in our private lives. I didn't

ask for the benzine in my drinking water. I don't get any

benefit from benzine in the drinking water. It, isn't a

disinfectant. It isn't a mineral or a supplement at low levels.

I didn't work for the industry or gain any advantage from having

the benzine dumped there and it got into the drinking water. If

I want to go hang gliding under the mistaken idea that I enjoy

it, that's something completely different. And we've got to

recognize that.

MR. NESSON: I'm confused. I'm confused. I'm Joe Citizen.

DR. BILBERGELD: Right.

MR. NESSON: And maybe I think that way and maybe I don't. But I

• do feel it would help me if I could see if science could provide

me some rational spectrum of risks that I live with so I could

see where in my life TEF actually fits.

DR. BILBERGELD: If that helped you--

MR. NESSON: I shouldn't have that.

DR. BILBERGELD: No, I'm saying if that kind of thing would help-

-and many in the scientific profession continue to delude

ourselves that it would--then we would have ended smoking in this

country, for God's sake. If a rational layout of the real risks

of human behavior were something that actually helped people, we
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would have made a lot more progress.

MR. NESSONz

DR. SILBERGELDz We have to understand the subtleties--

MR. NESSON_ Before everyone jumps on this, just help me one step

further. Where would TEF fall relative to seatbelts?

DR. SILBERGELDz TEF would fall in terms-- Seatbelts and cars

have nothing to do with cancer risks, so I would have two tables.

If I talked about the danger of death--

MR. NESSONz Where would it fall in terms of cigarettes?

DR. SILBERGELD_ It would be much lower than cigarettes.

MR. NESSONz How about lightning?

DR. SILBERGELD: Again, lightning doesn't causes cancer.

MR. NESSON: Yeah, but it causes death.

DR. SILBERGELD: Probably about equivalent.

MR. NESSON_ About equivalent to being struck by lightning.

DR. SILBERGELD: Probably.

MS. CHESS: But where is the risk of the loss of Ellen's property

values? Where is the risk of Marilyn's children no longer being

able to play in the woods? How do you put those on charts?

UNIDENTIFIED: But if we spend--

MR. NESSON: Ms. Chess, you're saying-- We're hearing her say,

"Oh, there is a difference between smoking and hang gliding on

one hand and TEF on the other. Smoking and hang gliding is

voluntary and TEF is involuntary." And you are saying, "¥eah,
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but where was my choice in having the fence put up? And where

was my choice in having my property values drop? And where was

my choice in losing my job at Hope Industries?"

MS. CKESS: Yes, and I think that that's why it's so important

that the mayor and his health officer have not just been holding

public meetings, that they have a hotline number that's set up so

people can call with their concerns, why they have been talking

to people on an ongoing basis. So that it wasn't just a decision

that came out of city hall or worse, out of the _oonsuits or even

out of Washington. It was a decision that people had some sense

of what was going on and that perhaps they had some control over.

And Charles, let me use an example. If I took you to a 200-foot

platform over a river and tied your legs together and pushed you

off, I would probably be in jail instead of here right now.

However, if I run a bungee jumping operation, you would come and

pay me a hundred dollars for the privilege of doing that, and it

would feel very differently to you because you made that choice.

So what I am saying is that in terms of making some of these

critical decisions, it's not just an issue of what are the

numbers. We don't paint by the numbers in our decision making in

this country. There's a lot of other issues that go on. How do

we feel about this? What do we value?

MR. NESSON: All right, now I want to hear from virtually

everyone here. This is where I would like to conclude this.
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This is the question I would like to have us focus on on the way

out of this discussion. Here I am, I am Joe Citizen. I am in

the middle. I am confused. I don't know how to think about

this. Help me out. Mr. Thomas.

MR. THOMASz Lates bring to the people in this community the

information they need to try to understand, one, what are the

risks, and, two, what are our options for reducing that risk,

and, three, what control do we as individuals have in making

choices about that? And let's give them not only information,

but some of the control. So that indeed if the risk'benefit

trade-off has to be made between the losing the job, the

increasing the taxes, or what indeed may be a relative!y small

risk. Then as we begin to look at how to deal with that risk,

let's let them participate. And if the way we deal with it is a

solution that is not as pure as somebody in Washington may want,

fine, it they participate and make that decision. Let's bring

that information, have them participate and make choices.

MR. NESSON: Marilyn Leistner. You step out of this meeting

here listening to various people talk, and io and behold, outside

the meeting you see Harry Hardship packing his station wagon,

putting his kid in the front seat--

MS. LEISTNER: That was his choice.

"I've just got to get out of Purity "MR. NESSON: He says,
Q

MS. LEISTNER: That was his choice.
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MR. NESSON: "I just can't take it. In fact, I mean, this thing

has got me so upset I've started smoking again." [laughter]

MS. LEISTNER: Well, I donet smoke by choice. I drink on very

rare occasions by choice. I wear my seatbelt. I don't fly. I

wouldn't hang glide. Had I known--

MR. NESSON: You don't have any fun in life. [laughter]

MS. LEISTNER: No, I disagree with that statement. Had I known

in 1971 and '72 that the streets of my community were

contaminated, I would not have stayed. I would have moved my

.hlldren immediately. But unfortunately I did not know until

eleven years later. The healt_ study was done at the onset in

'83 and '84. The health study was based on 380 parts per

billion, but in fact after the completion of the health study, we

learned that we had been exposed to twelve hundred and sixteen

hundred parts per billion, as high as twenty-two hundred parts

per billion. The very -- people that performed t_e study went on

"Oh my God if they were exposed to thosetelevision and said, , ,

levels at this late date, what were the levels in 1971 and '72

when the community was originally sprayed? Must have been thirty

thousand parts per billion." I would--

MR. NESSON: That sounds terrible.

MS. LEI3TNER: I think that--

MR. NESSON: But what does it mean?

MS. LEISTNER: I think what it means--
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MR. NZSSONz What is a part per billion? What is a billion? Can

I imagine a billion?

MS. LEIBTNERz I've tried, and believe me, I don't have a

scientific mind. I have relied strictly on the scientists and my

government to tell me--

MR. NBSSON: To tell you how dangerous it was.

MS. LEISTNERz Right• I have some scientists on this side that

are saying I could eat it. I have some scientists and

"Oh My Godenvironmentalists on this side that are telling me, , ,

it's awful." I have tried to put myself in this situation in the

middle and realize that there has to be a problem, but what is

that problem? How do I, as not a scientist or a chemist, decide

what is my problem? What's safe for me? What isn't safe for me?

MR. NESSON: Alan Moghissi. What do you say to Harry, who is

packing his car and moving out?

MR. MOGHISSI: I tell him two things. One, I will tell him that

it's true that anybody who has studied the risk, the issue of

risk as a science, would accept the fact that as it stands now,

people indeed do, as Ellen points out, a distinction between
Q

voluntary and involuntary risks. And we are taking an awful lot

of voluntary risks and are unwilling to accept basically any

involuntary risks. And I tell him, if you think that benzine in

your drinking water came in there and you had nothing to do with

it, you are wroz_g. Because we as society, the American society
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as we know it today, is based on its technological, industrial,

agricultural or other industries, conditions as we have and you

are part of it and you are getting the benefit of it and that is

the risk we pay for it. That's a small risk and you have to pay

for it. That's one thing I would tell him. And then another

thing I would tell him is, listen, there are people who speak,

who come and tell you things that claim to be scientific. In

fact, there i_ such a thing as a science and there is a voice of

science. Don't listen to them. Go and attempt to find the

methods by which the established scientific community works.

It's called peer review and consensus process. Don't listen to

the people who have an axe to grind.

MR. NESSON: Would you move out?

MR. MOGHISSI: I probably-- I don't know enough-- The way you

were describing, I don't have the exact numbers to decide would I

move out or not. The likelihood would be not. But you know, the

information is pretty-- What you gave me is not good enough yet.

So I would have to do some investigating before I would decide.

She says there is no fish in the water and I would like to know

why there is no fish in the water. If I would have been doing

the investigation, then depending on what camQ out, I would

probably move out or stay in.

MR. NESSON: Brian Costner. What do you say to Harry, who is

packing up?
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MR. COSTN_Rz Well, given the way the process has gone so far, I

would probably encourage him to be patient and try to make it to

the end of the meeting because I think some basic things have

just been worked out. There's a need--and fortunately if EPA is

involved, it can be filled--there is a need for a basic

characterization. What's the area of contamination? What's the

pathway for that contamination? Is it only if you run over the
J

soil that it's going to get there? And maybe there is granite or

something five feet down so it's not going to get to the

groundwater? I mean, what's that like? Or is it clay and it's

sand and it's going to get to groundwater quickly? Why does the

creek have dead fish? Those things need to be understood. While

that process of characterization is ongoing, it's sensible for

the public to accept some restrictions on the land use in that

area. And once we understand what the problems are, I would

think that our community together could think of the alternatives

for the future. Maybe it's restricted use and if the people of

our community are willing to maintain that restricted use, we

might be able to get by very cheaply relatively speaking with

some continued monitoring. Maybe it needs capping.

[gap - time aode 12=14:45:05 to 12:15:02:27]

--issue that divides the community.

MR. NESSON: Mr. Pompili, you're the health officer. Everybody

is looking for leadership. Rational, credible leadership to help
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us understand risk. And yet you tell us your credibility is

zil_h r_ght from the beginning.

MR. POMPILIs That's because of the scenario I was put in. Now,

as the situation now that in effect you can build yourself out,

but it's a lot more difficult because of that scenario and what

the situation was I was put in. But the most important issue

here is, we have to have an informed electorate. They have to

know the consequences of actions. Too many times we do go by

whatever is the story of the week or what is this--this

scientific report came out this way or this one came out that

way. We have to be able to inform that electorate that there are

consequences to actions and there are choices you make. But more

importantly, that community has to be part of that decision

makin_ process. They have to be part of that--whatever we

d_cide--and I'm totally in agreement there--is they've got to

_cide, we've got to get them the right information--and I am not

saying it's right information because of a view, but what is out

there. Lay it out for them and say, "Here's the conflicting

stuff that's out there. Here's what's going on." Understand if

we take this step, this is what's happening." But they are part

of that decision-making process. Unfortunately, the way it is

now, those decisions aren't made in that community. They are

made either at the federal or state level, and they say, "You

will do this." And that populace has to be part of that process
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or they are never going to buy that process• And my job I would

look at or local is to bring them into that decision-making

process, make them part of it so that they can accept the

results, whatever they are, down the road.

MR. NESSON: Great. Senator McClure.

SEN. MCCLURH: Well, I would hypothesize one other fact. In

Purity the city council has said we've got to do something about

this, and they have gone to the federal government and the

federal government has said, "We don't have the money to help

you," and they go back to the state and the state says, "We don't

have any money to help you." Then the federal gqvernment says,

"we don't have any money to help you, but you're going to have to

cap that site, and capping that site is going to cost you all ten

thousand dollars per household in Purity. And we're going to

increase your local taxes to cap that site because there is no

other place to get it." And then the people in Purity have to

look at themselves and say, "Am I going to tax myself ten

thousand dollars more to cap that site? Is that really

worthwhile?" Well, that's the part that's left out of all this

discussion is that there is a real cost, an economic cost that

people are going to have to pay. And we have been kidding

ourselves we can pass it off to somebody else. We'll pass it off

to a company that's a successor in interest; we'll pass it off to

the state agency; we'll pass it off to the federal government; we
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don't have to pay it. And if there is something wrong in our

society today, it's the idea that we can be to,tally risk free and

that there is no cost to our actions. And until we get past

those two problems, we will never have rational opportunity to

make a decision at the local level. And this one part per

billion that the local people didn't have anything to say about

that. They had no choice. It was dictated to them. And if you

want to talk about voluntary and involuntary actions, think about

that person that has to pay the bill that had nothing to say

about whether that's a rational standard or not.

MR. NESSON= All right. Just a few more. Mr. Weiner.

MR. WEINER: In fact, EPA did its own study of these sets of

legislation and found that doing something about toxic waste

sites, which we want to do and which has importance in some

areas, because it has attracted the most concern and the most

fear, has also attracted by far the most dollars. But when EPA's

own experts ranked the health impact of its latest programs, but

provided very far down on the list in terms of lives saved per

dollar. So it absorbs the most resources, but it's by no means

the most effective way of helping people even in terms of

environmental issues and environmental health. So we wind up

very far away from any sense of this scientific evidence.

MR. NESSON: Rina Steinzor, help me out. I am Joe Citizen. I

want to understand this.
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MS. STEINZOR: Joe, I hate to tell you, everybody has an axe to

grind here. And there is no such thing as pure science that will

give you the answer. The scientists will tell you this is all a

big made-up thing and you can relax. Because in fact scientists

are very often influenced by the way that our system is set up

and who ends up payi_g for this in very many situations is the

same large business that may have created the pollution to begin

with, and sometimes you have to weigh what people advise you

about risk from where they're coming from. There is no question

that our local governments are in a very strapped position and

are struggling to keep basic public health and safety programs

alive, but it is by no means clear that the only alternative is

to lose jobs and lose their public health and safety programs

versus making me live with toxic pollution.

MR. NESSON: Making me live with toxic pollution-- When the

question that I had in mind is, what is it that I am afraid of?

What is the risk? I hear Dr. Silbergeld say TEF may be

equivalent to being struck by lightning, and yet _hen I feel it,

when I feel it in terms of the reality in my community, it's a

deep fear.

MS. STEINZOR_ I don't think that that's what Dr. Silbergeld

said.

DR. SILBERGELD_ No, that's not.

MR. NESSON: Well, please. Joe Citizen. Here I am.
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DR. SILBERGELD: Right.

MR. NESSON: Last shot. Tell me how to think about it.

DR. SILBERGELD: I think there are two things we have to think

about. One is not a pleasant lesson. It's not-- We have to pay

for the consequences of the decisions that we make. But we also

have to pay for the consequences of the decisions we fail to

make. And much of what we're struggling with in the arena of

environmental health are bills coming due. We didn't pay those

bills. We let industry put lead pipes, lead paint, lead gasoline

throughout our count_ We let the chemical industry dump their

toxic wastes in our neighborhoods and backyards and woods. And

there are bills to pay. We haven't taken care of pregnant women

and children, we've let the schools go to hell in a handbasket,

and right now there are a lot of bills coming due. This is not

an easy time. But to put it only in the present tense of what

prevention of future risk or fear we want to pay for now misses

the depth and breadth of this problem which permeates everything

in public health right now.

MR. NESSON: Thank you all very much. It was a pleasure to be

with you. And I hope that we wind up having a very lovely

program. Thank you very much. [applause]
m
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Scene I- The Suspicions Begin

This is a great day for all of us, residents of the small city Purity. Things have been really

hardfor this town -- a few years ago our largest employer went out of business and laid

off thousands of people, several municipal unions went on strike, the city almost went

bankrupt-- but we're coming back now, and the best sign of that is the celebration for the

reopening of the East End library that is taking place today. The library had been closed

for three years due to lack of funds.

There's a big celebration in honor of the reopening - a giant barge -- and y u've all

been invited.

Ellen Silbergeld, you live in this town -- in the partcalled the "East End" of town -- and

you teach at Purity High School. You're munching on a cob of corn and talking to one of

the honored guests at the celebration -- the oldest living retired Purity public school

teacher, Isaac Ancicat. Isaac's 89 years old, and he's thrilled about the _ng of the

libnu_.

[Mcdcrator as Isaac:] Isn't thisjust great, what's happening in this town7 I can't believe

how much nicer this East End m'eais compared to what it was like 25 years ago when I

230ParkA_me, Suiu805 * NewYork,_ 10169.01!2 • 212/687-2002* fax2|2/697°9008
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usedm teacharoundhere.You know thatwoody,undevelopedareathatborden'sEast

End --Ithinkyourhouseisrightnexttoit- well,backthen,25 yearsago,when

MonolithPaintsandSolventshadaplantonthehillontheoth_ sideofthewood,hardly

anyonelivednearthere,thewholeEastEnd usedtosmellfunny,therewc_ patchesof

groundthathadnothinggrowingonit- itwasjustugly.Well,thatoldcompanyhas

beenoutofbusinessforyears,andIseenow thatthewoodslookprettynice,with

childrenplayinginthereandall--isn'tthatgreat?

Ellen, do you agree with Isaac that it's great that people are now living next to and

children are playing in the East End woods?

[Isaacnow offerssomepmu3'specifichintsthatsomebadchemicalsmay havebeen

dumped in the East End woods. (Yet it also remains possible that the plant was merely

smelly and the w_:Is merely neglected back then.)]

['Ifasked about the area, themoderator should reply: "WeAl, you know the ground better

than I do- it's right outside your door. It's a nice, soft, sandy sort of soil that extends

from people's backyards off into this slightly woody area, with a sur.am thax people fish "

inandchildrenplayinabout50yardsawayfromyourhouse.Yourtapwatercomes

from a separatesourceandshould not be affected by all this.]

What are you worried about? What could have wound up in the East End woods? What

could be Theeffects of _;uchstuff?. Is every place near where a factory used to bei

har_g dangerousci_emicah?
i
8

1
t

Well,youhavehadthisconversationwithIsaac,andhe'spiquedyourcuriosit7 but

hasn't been very helpfdl on specifw,s. What do you do now? You run into another East
!
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End neighbor at this party -- Dr. Ruth I-Ieifetz. What do you say to her? How would you

get her intcrcsw,d in your conversation with Isaac?

You two dccide to buaonhole anotherEast End neighbor, Brian Cosmer, to get his advice

on what you folks should do next.

And, over by the cornbread, is your East End city council representative, Marilyn

Lcistner.

, , 111

,

I've got to tel] you folks, you are beginning to am'actsome attention at this party. There
,.

arc several of you clustered together talking intensely -- it's becoming a bit of a scene.

And this aura_ the attention of yet anotherof your neighbors, Alice Moneypenny -- a

very no-nonsense sort Ofperson. She marches over, catches the gist of the conversation,

grabs you [Costner or Sflbergeid] by the arm, pulls you over, and says: Are you out of

your mind? Or do you think the East End hasn't suffered enough in this endless

recession? Do you realize what some half-bake_ story about toxic waste in the East End

woods would do to our property values? We're not rich people around here you know --

most of us have our life savings sunk into our homes. Do you have to dis_ss this now, at

this party? DOyou have to discuss this at all? And what are you doing driving Helen to

tears? That IX_ woman hasn't been right ever since hcr ]hn 3, got sick, and you're just

toruxringthese people with your stories.

What do you folks sayto Ms. Moneypenny? Isn't she absolutely right about what

something like this could do to the value of people's homes? Have you run into

Ms. Moneypenny typ_ before?

l

i
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[To Moghissi, Weiner:] Coincidenmlly,you folks live in theEastEnd as well, and you

areat the partytoo. Alice grabseach of you anddragsyou overto the fray, saying:"I

just can't talkto these people. They'regoingto destroythisneighborhood. Maybe you

can talksome sense into them." Whatdo youtwosay to Cosmex,Silbergeld.etc.?

While you folks are discussing this, one of your otherneighbors at the party gasps. It's

Helen Hardship. [Moderatoras Helen:] "Oh my God. You know about my little boy

Hany's leukemia. And remember whenit turnedout thatthe Robinu3n'$little girl

Re_ - just two ho_s awayfrom us -- hadleukemiatoo? Remember what a horrible

coincidence it se,emed to bey Do you thinkit's possible thatit's not just a coincidence --

thatwe're beingpoisoned? Bothchildrenused to playin thatwoody areaall the time.

Could it be thatsometlfingin the groundis killingmy baby?" As she says this,

Ms. Hardship's voice cracksandshe beginsquietlyto shed afew tears. Neighbors,what

do you say to yourfi'iendHelen?

Well, we're still at theparty,and now Purity'smayor,TomFink,accompaniedby

Purity's chief healthofficial, Michael Pompili,have arrived.While MayorFmk is

makinga speechon thereopeningof the libraryandtherevitalizationof theEastEnd,

you overhearthe conversationstakingplacebetweenSilbergeld,Helen Hardship,etc.

And let me tell you something:You haveno recordsof dumpingtakingplace in East

End, the woody areathatEastEnd bordenon is municipalland.and your department's

budgetwas cut to thebonewhile the citywas workingout its fiscal crisis.
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Whal is going on in your mind when you overhear the.soconversations.

)

Mayor Fink, you are the mayor of Purity. You art:now working the party, shaking hands,

and you get to your very trusted health official Mike Pompili, and he's looking a little

pale - not too healthy himself. Ask him what's up. Well, as it happens, Mr. Pompiti,

Mayor Fink, Mr. Co_er andDrs. He,ifetz and Silb_rgeld all wind up at the cole slaw

bowl at the same moment. [To Cosmer, Siibergeld:] You recognize Mike Pompili as

Purity's chief health official, andof course you know the Mayor. Do you have something

to say to them? Have the conversation.

[To Pompili: You know tha_just because you don't have records of it doesn't mean

dumping didn't take place. People who dump illegally usually don't keep very good

records, do they? To Cosmer: What do you want from this guy? A full-_ale

investigation based on one old person's garbled memories? Is it wrong for Pompili and

Mayor Fink to be thinl6ng about cost at this stage?]

To Lee Thomas and Senator McClur¢: How is it that from the beginning our fine

community leaders and our fine public health official are at loggerheads? Is one of them

wrong? Do you have any advice for him/her?

Scene H - - The City Mobilizes

Mr. Mayor, Mr. Pompili, it's now several days afu:r_ East End party but you are both

still thinking about it visions of toxic waste dumps arc dancing in your heads.

Remember, the East woods is municipal land, and Monolith is long gone and out of
+

_ss.
°
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To help you decide what you should or sho_4 not do next, you've brought in two

consultants Rena Stehazor and Caron Chess, Rena, eaton, what is your advice w these

fellows? What do you:do and how can you help them? Can each of you explain what the

city's obligationslegalandotherwiseareat thispoint?

[To ]_..4za:]t_l] me, whazit"we decidem havea co_m'ial exzvironmenmlreview? Afzer

all, you're an attorney, and all of this is covered by theanorney-clicnt privilege, isn't it?

What if you uncover stuff andyour client decides not to inform thc EPA right away?

Mr. Pompili, Mr. MayOr,what is your response? Do you like the advice you're gcuing?

Do you have any questions?

[Lot ro¢ remind you, thi'$city just came back from the _ of bankruptcy, and you are

both worried that an all-out clean up project will send thecity back rote bankruptcy or at

least cat up funds designated for a awful lot of very importantprojects. You know, if you

don't go for the fuU-blown environmental assessment of the area, and instead fence off

the woodland, this whole thing might blow over.]

All right, Mr. Mayor, you've listened to your chief healthofficial and your consultants,

and now you send them all out of the room and you huddle with me -- your chid political

consultant. This is what I tell you: boss, when you first entered office and raised taxes to

get us out of the hole there was a movement to impeach you, reme.mbcr? But we held on

for the past three years;and in the last couple months your favor-abilityrating has finally

mined back up. You areup for reelection next year. Another f'Lscalcrisis -- a_l/or
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another _x increa._ -- would destroy us. And by the way, those folks in the East End

don't tend m vote in large numbvrs,and when they do vote, it's not for you anyway.

Does this information have any impact on your d_._ion?

By the way, Mr. Mayor, you are a good friend and important political ally of the State's

Senawr, James McCIure - in fact SenatorMcClure is from Purity. Why don't you give

the senatora call, see if you can get some advice and maybe some help from Washington.

Scene HI-- The Local News

The very same day that the Mayor is consulting with his advisors, the East End residents

are _d_g some actions of their own.

Ms. Leistner, despite Wha_appears to have been a rather mucous discussion at the library

party, it turns out that most of the people at the meeting would like to see more attention

drawn to this issue -- Helen Hardshipespecially would like to see something happen.

Now Purity has a very good local news program-- it's broken some impo_nt stories and

won some awards. And one of the top telev_on journalists in Purity - someone whose

_alty is uncovering dangers to consmners andfen'eting out scandals - is Arnold Diaz

here. Ms. Leismer, are you going to try m get Mr. Diaz interested in the potentially

deadly poisons dumped in East End? Would you like to give him a call?

Arnold, are you interesteA in what you exe hearing7 Does this have the potential to be a

big story?

i
i
!

i
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To Diaz: Assuming Cosmer has enough m ge[ your interest, tell me, why would this

make a good story? Why do you think people will tune in?

You've decided to pursue the story. Who do you want to interview? For _ you've

got a group of colorful_oldcrresidents telling stories about the old funny-smelling East

End, two families hearten over their children's iUncsses, and severaJ frightened

residents. Would you interview Helen Hardshipand _ child Harry, and the Robinsons

with Rebecca, as they marfully teL!you their fears?

Do you want to in_..rview anyone in the city government-- like Mr. Pompili here?

Mr. Pompifi, how do you respond to Mr. Diaz' request for an interview?

Do you try to get a comment from the mayor?

What's ritefinaJstorygoingto look like? What will yourleadbe? What will [hepromos

for _ $'rx_]look like andsoundlike? What kLndof dalemight [hestoryhave- _aps

somcd,.b,_glike "East End'sDeadlyWoodland"? Will you showHelenHardshipcrying?

Would you show shoLs"of theindustriesin thearead_ might - or might not -- have

dumpedin thisareayearsago? Inmrcutwith scenesof chJJdrenplaying in thesuspect

woodland? Will you use the word "carcinogenic'? How about "neurologicaldamage"?.

How will you use die Words-- what will the sentence sound like?

What do you expect people's reaction to your story to be? You expect [hem m be scared,

don't you?

t

!
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Mr. Cosmcr, Dr. Silbergcld, Dr. Moghissi, are you happy about this?
I

Dr. Hcifctz, the day after the story runs on the news a lot of patients come to you, very

concerned. Some even feel sick - headaches, nausea - and wonder if something in the

ground is thc cause. What do you say to them?

To $ilbcrgeld: Let's assume for a moment that you are not just an East End resident, but

you head the local branch of a nauonal environmental group. Tell me, if the East End

story winds up getting considerable attention, might your organization use she story to

help draw attentionto your environmental movement? How might that happen?

[The idea being touched on here is that environmental groups might use an

incident like this in its funckaising letters, etc.]

Pu:ene IV --How Do You Get the EPA to Act?

Well, you folks in the East End are fairly pleased with the news story. But the story, of

course, is just a means to an end - thereal goal is to get government -- especially the

EPA-- involved.

Let's go back in time once again. The mayor is meeting with his advisors, East End

residents are meeting With Arnold Diaz, and at the same time, you, Brian Pinkowski, at
|

the EPA, get a phone call from one of the concerned xcsidems of Purity - [perhaps

Cosmer}. Have the conversation.

Mazilyn Leismer, is that usually all it takes to get the EPA involved - a phone call from a

;

i

i
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How impommt will the Arnold Diaz story be in _g how quickly the EPA acts?

{'Very.] How else can you put pressure on the agency? Would a phone call from Senator

McClurc,who isfromPm'it_himself,make adifference?

Brian Pinkowski, is it _ue that public pressure will be part of what demrmines EPA

involvement?

Lee Thomas?

Scene V-- How Dangcwous Is This Chemical?

Either the city or the EPA, in response ¢opublic prcssm_ and mourning evidence uha:

someu_ing was dumped in _¢ woodland, _ the area. After considerable teszing and

more local investigation, what is discovered is Tri-ezhyl-famline CrEF), a chemical

substance that is believed w be e,xucmcly carcinogenic. It is recommended that soil

contain no more than one part pea billion of TEF. The affccmd soil contains 12 parts per

billion.
+ .

T

!

Now, we all know that the science of _ning whc_cr sometAing is carcinogemc to

humans is quite complex. But let's look at the basics here. Obviously, one way that

something can be found carcinogenic is through large studies of people who have been

exposed to the chemical. But very few people have been exposed m _ inlarge

quantities, and the studies of those people have been inconclusive so far. It's not clear

that any of the people who have been exposed to TRF have goram cancer as a result, but
z

tha_possibility cannot bc complcmly ruled out yet either.
t

!
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Dr. Sflberg¢ld, you arenatoxicologist. Tell us, when a chemical is brought into the lab

and people want to det_min¢ whether it is carcinogenic, how is it tested? So far the
i

smdi_ of humanpopul_ons - _i_miological studies - arc inconclusive. What can be

done in the lab?

How much of the chemical would be given to the animal being tested? [Just short of the

amount that would kill_iL High doses arc used tr,causc otherwise extremely large

numbers of ani_ls would have to ix:tested to reveal a cancer risk.]

[To Moghissi, Weincr:.] In the usual animal _._ of a chemical, what would be the

equivalent human dosage of thc amount given to the u:sted rodents7 {Thousands of times

more than what human_ would actually be exposed to.]

Okay. With our chemical, TEl:, the rodent studies show that when given these high

doses, almost all the rodents studied develop mmon all over their bodies. (For some

reason, one species of rodent - guinea pigs - doesn't seem to be harmed much by the

chemicaL) As we saidIearlier, the studies of people exposed to TEF have been

inconclusive.

Now. based on all the inf(mmtion available at the moment, how is it detemfined how

much TEF in the sou is an acceptable amount? Obviously we can't figure it out with the

infonna6on I've told you -- but what is the process? Who sets the sumdard? How will it

be decided whether we can go on playing in the _ End soft or whether it must all be

dug up and desuoyed?i

!

Let's say that those selting the standardhave determined that if a group of people were

exposed ro me pan 1_ bilfion of Tl_._ery day for 70 yean, it would be expected to

!

I
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cause one excess cancer case per million people. Based on this conclusion -- one excess

cancer per million people after a 70 year exposure -- they conclude that one part pen"

billion is the maximum acceptable level of TEF in soft.

[To Silbergeld, PinkoWski, Moghissi:] This standard- one cxccss cancer casc per

million aftra-a 70 ycarlcxposurc -- is/n fact thebasic standardused for determining

acceptable levels of _cals in soil, air, and water, correct?

Giventhatatthispointwejustdon'tknowforsurehow dangerousaparticularchemical

is,what should thegovernmentpolicybcconcerningthechemical?

To bothsides: Isitpossible that this chemical,whichcauses tumorsto_ outalloverI

a amuse when adm;inistcredinlargedoses,mightnotbeharmfultohumansatall?Or

mightnotbchmnf_linsmalldoses?Butffso,how arcwc supposedtodeterminethis--

byfeedingTEF topeople?By takingnoactiontocontrolTEl:andthenseeingffpeople

exposed to lots of it start getting cancer? What choice do we have other than relying on

animal studies?

Dr. Sflbergeld, when the results of the rodent studies are released, and later, when the

one-part-per-billion standard is announced, is it likely thatyour organization would make

a statementtothepress?Or thatyouinparticularwouldbeaskedtocorament?What

would you say? What iwould you emphasize? What do you think is most im_t for

the public to understand aboutthese studies?

.,.'

t

l
i

t
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Now, when the most extensive EPA tests reveal O_atthe East End woods has 12 parts per

billion TEF, you decide to do a foUow-up gory, Mr. Diaz. What will it say? [To Diaz

and others on thepanel:] How do you expect the public will understand this information?

To reszof panel: Does the general pubficunderstandthis information as well as it

should? What is it they don't understand? How can the communication bc improved?

Whose responsibility is it to improve thepublic's understanding, if you believe it should

be improved?

Scene IV -- What Should Residents Do? What Is The Risk?.

Now, as I said, 12 partsper b/ifion TEF were found in the soil, the groundwater and the

sueam. This stuff"hasbeen sinking into the ground over the years, but perhaps because

of a flood from the stream a year ago, theTEF is found near the top layer of the soil as

well a_fur_cr down.

The first thing the city and the EPA do is put a fence aroundthe woody are.a, with big

warning signs about toxic hazards. That's an inexpensive and reasonable f'_st sup isn't

it, Mr. Pinkowski, Mayor Fink, Mr. Pompili?

Wen, Mr. Diaz, what happens when thatfence goes up?

And, Ms. Leismer, Dr.IMoghissi, what happens tc Ms. Moaeypenny's and everyone

else's property values Whenthatfence goes up -- right against the resident's back yards?

And, Dr. Heifetz, what:happens to the level of concern and fear in the community when

that fea_ goes up?

1
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Well, given that things are really hopping in the East Enct,it's time for another town

meeting, and all of you are invite& The first item on the agenda -- before we discuss any

long-term plans - is, how scared should we be? How big a risk arc these chemicals to

our daily lives? How should wc ¢henge our behavior right now? I'll tell you, I'm a

resident of this ncighb0rhood and I've been talking to my neighbors while wc were

waiting for you folks to show up. It seems like about a third of us are terrified -- afraidto

live in our homes another day. Another third-- inspired by Dr. Moghissi - think this

scare is ridiculous andthat the area should be left alone. And the last third - including

mc - arc completely confused anddon't know what to think.

As representative of the confused faction, I'm going to ask you folks the first question.

Let's start with the cancer-causing Tri-ethyl-fataline. You folks say there are 12 partsper

hillion of the stuff in the soil -- 12 6rues the maximum allowed. I have been living right

next to this woodland and my children have been playing in it for ten years. What sort of

risk have we been subjecting ourselves to all that time?

Could you please give.some sort of idea of how much risk this chemic,al poses to me and

my family? I know YOucan't tell me for sure how dangerous it is, but please give mc

some perspective -- some ba_ for comparison.

You know, for years my wife has been trying to get me to use my scatbelt. How does the

risk of injury compare _. driving a car without a _It compared to living on top of

these chemicals? What about driving with a seatbelt?

I
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How does the risk of cancer from these particularchemicals in the soil compare to, let's

say, my chances of getting cancer from sitting out on the beach in the sun two weeks

every year? How does it compare to my chances of getting hit by lightning?

Dr. Heifetz, you take a momentary break from the meeting to get some air, and outside

you find Helen Hardship, frantic, loading her children and lots of suitcases into her

station wagon. Helen tells you, "I cannot live m this house and expose myself and my

family to these poison s another day. I'm going to move in with my sister in Miami."

While she's telling you this, Helen lights up a cigarette. She says, "rids whole business

has go_vn me so upset I've s_m-w.dsmoking again." What do you say to Helen?

Okay, I've asked my qucs_ons, Now, I believe some other residents have questions about

how dangerous this place is. Mr. Cosmer, do you have a question for any of the people at

our meeting?

Mr. Weiner?

Mr. Diaz?

I've gt,t a question for you folks, in the real world, where should someone like me turn

for answers? Who should I trust? How can I figure out whose perceptions are more

acctuzte?

The next item on the agenda at this meeting is, what does the future look like? Could you

just give us a general idea of what will be happening next7
I
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Ms. Steinzor?

Mr, Pi_owski?

Mr. Mayor?.

Scene VII - Clean Up and Costs

The town rnccting is ovcr, and the clcan up process you folks just described is beginning.

Mr. Pinkowski, in a case like this, how is i¢decided how much and what kind of clean up

is necessary? How much lhnc and money could ix: spent dctcnnining cxa_y what clean

up should be done -- before any actual clean up takes placc?

Well, today we're going to save oursclvcs all that _m¢ and money. We have TEF in the

soil and thc groundwatcr. Could you tctl us, very generally, what kind of clean up would

this son of problem usually require, and how much would somethinglike th_ cost?

Now, could you just _ve us some idea of how that money is spent, and what son of

dilemmas you could face in deciding what's the right thing to do in East End? [There is

often the possibility that by digging up the soil and the ground undcr the stream one will

be relcadng more chemicals into the air and water than if the chemicals had just beenleft

where they were. One could make things worse in the short term.]
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How far could this clean up go? What if a s_.mm fl_azis fed by the _oundwater is used

in irrigation down the road? What if dairy cows _ grass thazis irrigat_l with water from

this re'earn? Might that all have an effect on the cleanup? Will the milk be msz_?

Now, whoever was responsible for the TEF in the woods has gone out of business. The

woodlands and housing project are municipal property. Who are you going to get these

clean up costs from? H_ is the mayor, his public health officer and his advisors. Talk

w them.

City officials, what is your r_ponse?

Mr. Mayor, how is this going to affect your plans for reopening libraries? For new

school buildings, _ police, etc.? How does this affect the rest of your budget? What

other ways could you _se this money to improve public health?

If you believe that you can't afford to pay for this clean up now, and that your money

would be better spent on other projects that serve public health, what power do you have

m mJ_ th_ m_lc o_

[To city folk] Good n_ws! While you arc agonizing over this, one of Rena Szeinzor's

researchers comes _g in, elated. It turns out thatthe old corporation that dumped the

TEP is legally connecV,d to an existing business in Purity, so that thc cxi.qing business is

legally obligaecd for tlte_old business' environmental liabilities. In other words, we have

a new deep pocket. And it rams out that the new dccp pocket is WoddW'ule Paints, a

business that you, Mr.iMayor, e_couraged to come to Purity and who is now the largest

t
t
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employer in the city. So, I guess ,his solves all yourproblems, right, Mr. Mayor?. You

can just hand over thebill to Mr. Bunu'c_k hcrc, who is the CEO of WorldWide Paints.

['No, it's not so simple'. If the largest employer in thecity moves or goes ou[ of business

because of this liability, the city might wind up in even worse shape than ff they paid the

bill lhemsclves. Moderator could mention here that the city's bond rating is already B-;

what will happen if the city loses WorldWide Paintsas an employer?]

Mr. Buntrock, if Purity and its residents find a corporation who is liable for the clean up,

their problems are answered fight? Why should the rest of Puritycare what happens to

your business?

[ToMcClur¢,Moghissi,Silbcrgeld,Cosmcr,Stcinzor,etc.]Do youagree?

Scene VIII - Does This All Make Sense?

It's a year afire"the party for the reopcrang of the Ea_ End library,and unfortunately, no

one is happy. The city is facing cithcr a massive clean up bill or the loss of a major

employer. The residents of the East End have their life savings sunkin homes that arc

impossible to sell. The reputation of the entin: East End area- a promising new part of

town a year ago -- is in the toileL And now East End residents are living next to this

toxic chemical dump site that might take ten years or longer to clcan up.

In the meantime, at one of the library seminar halls, the mayor and the city council have

convened a hearing tOask: Is there any fight at theend of the tmmel7 Are there ways to

make the system work bcucr? Are we making the best use of our resources m protect

public health? You'¢e all been inviw.d.

i
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To Thomas, McClurc, Bunn-ock,Silberge,ld: Let's say thatin 1994 the muion as a whole

- public and private -- will spend $150 billion on keeping the environment clean.

Assuming [hat we slill spend the same amount, would you aUocaw it among projects

diffe_re,ntly if you could? Should our priorities be changed?

To Fmk. Pompili, Moghissi: Should some of the funds be takemout of the

"cnvironment,_l" allotment entirely, and spent on otherprojects beneficial to the general

welfare.-suchasmorepoliceorbettereducation?

To Chess,Diaz,He.ires,Weincr,Pinkowski:How wouldyouchangetheway the

generalpubliclearnsaboutenvironmentalharms?Isthemediadoingagoodjob

explainingittothcm?iIsSov_t? Isindustry?Areenvironmentalists?Ordoes

everyonemix theirsciencewithadvocacy?How shouldalaypersondecidewho to

bclicvc?

i

i

°
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Audience Comments
Round Table Forum, June 12, 1993

Introduction

In an attempt to gauge audience response and reaction, Round Table organizers distributed evaluation cards
to the 213 peoplewho attendedthe dialogue.Slightlyover 50% (107) completedandreturnedtheircards.
We alsosolicitedcommentsand suggestions(whichfollowthis introduction)inthe hopethat we maymake
futureforumseven moreinformativeandenjoyablefor thosein attendance.

General Comments on the Forum

• This is nota simpleissue,butthe mediaandotherstendto polarizeand exaggerateinorderto get
people'sattentionandto getaction.The environmentisa crucialissue,andthe thingswe are doingto
our environmentis a crimeagainsthumanity.However,the extremistsfromall sidesworkagainstmason-
able and responsibleactionandtendto confuseratherthan enlighten.These kindsof publicforums
shouldhelp informand encourageto think.

• Eachtownshouldhavea mechanismto handlesuchproblemswithouthavingto goto the mediainitially.
Letthe administrationcommunicatewiththe media.Accuratefacts mustbe obtainedASAP and reported
to properagencies.

• I believethiswas a constructiveand informativepresentationthat showstheabsoluteneed to developan
imaginative,creative,yet inquisitivemethodicalpreservationprocedureforthe publicconsumption.This is
particularlytrue if the"townhall"- electronicor otherwise- becomespro forma.The speedat whichsome
of these issuesmove isfrustrating.

• MayorTom and Purityhave the potentialfor an economicboomwithan ongoingenvironmentalstudyand
clean-up,providedthere isvalidityto theanticipatedlevelofcontamination.Hence, the "lemonsto
lemonade"scenario.

• People relyon the!r leadersand theexpertshiredbythe government.They havea needfor reliableand
timelycommunications.

• Froma "risk"standpoint,localcommunitieshavelittleor nochanceto choosea solution.Perhapsthey
shouldn'thavea choicebecausetheyare notcapableof makingthe complexdecisionsrequired.

• "Informingtheirdiscretion"is the onlyhope we havefor sanityto prevailoverpoliticsand self-interest
groups.The "howto" informis the greatobstacleahead of us.The Crossroadsapproachmustfocusand
insistonthe identificationof scientific/economicfacts andthetransferof thesefact to the publicpolicy
leadersandthe citizensas a whole. Informedsocietywillmakethe rightdecisions.

• Throughoutthiswholeproblemruna coupleof themes:ethics(whatis responsiblebehavior?)andour
conceptof naturalresources(are we stewardsforthe future?).

• At a laterdate, when we are betterorganized,I thinkwe needto formlobbygroupsto petitioneach level
of governmentfor environmentalcompliancewithexistinglawsthat do notapplyto all citiesand local
situations.Someflexibilitymustbe allowed.One size does notfit all.

• Methodsshouldbe inplaceto promoteearly investigationofthe problemswherebybureaucraticobstruc-
tioncouldbe avoided.

• Familieshaveso manybeliefsaboutcausesof cancer.This guiltismajorstress.
• Seemedto me that inaddressingthe hazardsof environmentalconcerns,it is necessaryfor the local

officialsto do allthey can to containthe issue,and ifthey can'tto insiston assistanceand actionbyEPA.
In my experience,EPA doesn'tseem to get excitedaboutdoinganythinguntilthey haveto. Localsshould
notdependon EPA to do whatcouldbe doneona localbasis.

• Sometimesmoredifficultissuesarise withclosingthe existingind,ustryorforcingitto pay.The economics
involvedin thatscenarioare as hardor sometimesharderfor the local,governmentandcitizenryto
handle.

• We mustdecidehowlimitedfundsare spent.How canthisbedone reasonablyand fairly?Shouldthe
publicspendlargedollarsbecauseof a few citizenswhoare intolerantof some environmentalproblems?

II I
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Compliments

• Well donet Challenging, thought provokingl
• Thankyou for the opportunityto attendthis forum.I lookforwardto attendingfutureforums.
• Very informativeandinteresting.I appreciatethe opportunityto havebeen a part of thisdelightfulforum.
• Very well done,and I hopeto attendinthe future.
• Goodcoveragewithintime limits.
• ExcellentlGreatconcept.Panelistwere informed,wittyandentertaining.
• The good representationof womenwasvery goodand appreciated,but the absenceof other minorities

was noticeable.
• Overall,panelwasbalanced,well informed,highlyeducated,and presenteda stimulatingdiscussionon

groundthat has been plowedbefore, in pieces,notas a whole,rm glad I came. I enjoyedit!
• Detailed explanationof discussions:objectives,topics/issuesandconclusions.
• The format (hypothetical)stimulatesthe interactionamongpanelists.
• Good spectrumrepresentedbypanelists."Play acting"formatwas more interestingandentertainingthan

usual"expositions"of experts inroundtable format.Well chosenparticipantsrepresentingdifferent
perspectivesbecause of theirvariousexpertiseand

• backgrounds.The panelistswerealsowellchosenfor beinggenerallyarticulate.
• Good depictionof bureaucraticobstruction.
• Good commentssuggestingearly investigationregardlessof politicalresentment.
• Importantpointsintroduced.
• The initialdiscussionillustratedbya play format seemeda bitjuvenileof an approach. It washowever,

effective.
• I enjoyedanopportunityto focuson these issuesina groupsetting.
• Interestingformatfor presentingpositionsofvariousprofessions.Goodconclusion.
• The paneldida greatjob.They createda discussionaroundthe scenariothat broughtout manypointsof

view, some of whichhaveheretoforereceived little,if any, publicreview.In particular,the expandingof
the discussionto reviewthe positionthat governmentcan't do everythingfor everybodyis good.

• Thanksfor the opportunityto attend.
• Great demonstrationof bureaucraticsluggishnessinhibitingprogresson issueswhichconcerncitizens.
• Formatwasinstructionaland believable.
• Excellenfl
• It helpedto focus inonthe rolesof thevariouscommunitycomponentsinattemptingto resolvea public

issue.
• Good formand very enlightening.Panelistswere wellversedand diverse.
• Roleplayingby panelists,moderatorwas great.
• I very muchenjoyedthis. Very good.
• Overall,an excellentprogramthat I hopeto attendinthe future.
• Crossroadstime has comel
• Interactionwithpanelistsandotherattendeesbefore andafter thesessionwas very valuableand good.
• Excellentdiscussion.Foodfor thought.
• The definitionof riskinvolvedwithTEF andthe comparisonof the riskwith lightningwas useful. The

informationabouthowpolicyisdecidedandwho has inputis extremelyhelpful.
• This forummade me aware of the importanceof gettinginvolvedandthinking.
• The panel was great.



Ouestion_ from the General Audience

• I wouldliketo knowexactlyhowthe audiencewasselected/consideredto be "holistic."
• Howdo we preventthe misappropriationof resourcesforcausesthat are more dramaticand sensational

but presenta lowerriskto publicwell-being?
• Howcan we as citizenshelpset priorities?
• Shouldn'tthe publicbe continuallyremindedof the coststo lifeand well-beingcausedby greaterand

greaterindustrialization,etc. andour roleas consumerscausingthe problems?
• Can youdo a post-meetingmailingwithaddressesandphonenumbersforthe panelistsandattendees?

It wouldbe very helpful.
• What of the issuewherebythere is a toxicchemicalinthe groundwaterthat is above the allowablelimits

but is notable to be incontactwithhumansanddrinkingwateris providedby municipalsystem?No one
is drinkingwell water;noone willcome intocontactwith it. A buildingon the site is attractiveto industrial
prospects.Is it ethical,in
some fashion,to wave liabilityfrom a newcompanythatcouldusethe building?The damageis done;the
culpritpunished.If there is no potentialfor humancontact,whydo away withan economicallyviable
facility?

• If we do haveto clean up orstripthe area, exactlywhatprogramwouldbe cut,andto whatextent?
• If youwerea smallcommunity,is it worththe cost to clean up?
• Issueswerevery topicaland manyin number.Will they be enumeratedforthe TV audiencewhichmay

notbe as knowledgeableas the tapingsessionaudience?
• Do we need to beconcernedaboutsite groundwater?
• Where didthe TEF come from?Didthe townput it thereor didsomeoneelse?

Su_ects Overlooked

• Moreprecisecostof cleanup.
• Howto avoidexposureto environmentalhazardsinthe future.
• Need to make majoreffortto involvemoreminoritiesandmembersof lowsocio-economicgroups.These

issuesimpactthemgreatly.
• Perhapsitwouldhavebeen interestingto learnthe positionthat wouldhave been takenbythe governor

of the state wherePurityis located.The governor'sofficeandlocaldevelopmentofficialsprobablyplayed
a strongrole in recruitingthe "GoodClean" industrythat is nowimplicatedinthechainof title.Is the
governor'sofficeliableinany way for helpingput this industryona contaminatedsite?

• Panel mayhave difficultyin relatingto environmentalhealthissueson the "othersideof the fence."
• Absenceof anyoneto representstategovernmentorstate publichealthwasa gapin perspectiveand

process.
• Notenoughsubjectscovered.
• No business/industryparticipation.
• Environmentalactivistswhocanfund or informthe citizens.
• State regulatoryandlegislativeroles.
• What are the acceptablerisk,sourcesandtargetsof liability,androleof media?
• The past historicalrecordsof the site andcompany.
• Liveexamplesof actualcommunitieswithspecificexamples.
• Solutionsanddirection.
• Medical/knowncausesof leukemia.

• Indicationof organicsolventsand focus on carcinogens.
• State role notemphasizeduntilLee Thomasraisedit.
• Morediscussionof liabilityissues.
• Scenariosas to thesacrificeof resources

• The roleof education/transferof knowledge:oneelementmaybe the sharingof facts withthe public
schoolscienceteacherson a regularbasissothey can informour futurewith facts.

• Impact emotionallyon familiesand patientswithcancer.

II
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Sueeestions
v_

• It wouldbe helpfulifthe panelistswereelevatedon a platform.It wouldgivethe audiencea betterchance
to seeand relatecommentsto individuals.Perhapspaneltable couldbe elevatedat the head of a "U"
withthe audienceviewingfromthree sides.

• Dr. EdwardssuggestedForumwasto seek solutions.AlthoughMr. Nessonis an excellentmoderator,
maybeeffortcouldbe madeto channeldiscussionintoa more preciseconclusion(s).

• May need to reduce numberof paneliststo allowfor a bit more involvementbyeach.
• Try a riserset-up.Audience/viewingwouldbeenhanced.
• Shouldspeak more clearlyand withvolume.
• Need more backgroundinformationpriorto themeetingsregardingwhothe panelistswillbe, howthe

topicwillbe addressed,tapingrestrictions,futuremeetingsand workshops.
• Perhapshavingthe womanwiththe leastprovencredibilitywas notthe bestoneto be speakingforthe

NIH. Chooseseparateactors possibly?
• I thinkthe panelshouldhavebeen elevateda few inches ifyouwantedthe seatingplanto work.I would

haveliked moreinformationon formatand panelistsbeforethe event.
• I wouldlike tosee more of ourpublicofficialsinvolvedinthistype of exercisein orderto developa better

understandingof the varied factorsindecisionmakingandthe riskinvolved.
• The nexttimecheckto see that eachpanelist'svoice carriesdistinctlyto the audience.
• Givethe audiencea briefingon howthe panelwillworkandwhat the moderatorwilldo. Perhapsmore

notesahead of time wouldbe helpful.
• Subjectvery broad. Wouldlike to see morewiththe futurerange narrowed.
• Allowa periodat the conclusionof the paneldiscussionfor membersof the audienceto interactwith

panelists- questions,offersuggestedissuesandconclusions.
• Theconclusionscould havebeen morerelatedto regulationsof past actions.
• The inter-reliabilityof thisenvironmentalprogramto manyotherparallelssuchas healthreformshouldbe

emphasized.It seems that this interfacerecognitionwouldbroadenthe workshopspectrumto whereit
couldcreate a greaterparticipativeaction.

• Devotelesstime to imaginarystoryand moretime to discussionof issuesrelatedto economics,effects
on business,the roleof business,etc.

• Signsor namesof all participants.
• Shortenforumtime.
• Wouldlikea listof audienceparticipants.
• Improvesoundsystem.
• A periodicnewsletter,possiblyquarterly,wouldbe nicesincetheseare somevery importantissuesof our

timesand mustbe addressedas intelligentlyas possibly.
• Educationofgeneral public.
• The scenarioto informdiscretioncouldhaveusedasbestosor leadindrinkingwater,whichcouldhave

attractedattentionwithoutthe of downsideofthe hazardouswastediscussion.
• Somekindof breakduringthe forumfor participantsand audience.
• I wouldlikea state legislatorinvitedas a panelist.
• Acousticsnotthe greatest,perhapsa TV audiowouldbe better.
• Get more comfortablechairs
• Shouldhave hada state health/environmentalrepresentativeon panel.
• It wouldbe usefulto take a panellikethisoutintothe communityof whichThomasJeffersonspeaks.

There is a statecoalitionthat I am surewouldbe willingto facilitatethathappening.
• I wouldliketo hear moreabout educationof thepublicto make themmore aware of environmentalissues

inthecommunity,state.
• Don'texcludeSouth Caroliniansfromthe examinationprocess.
• Follow-upworkshopon Moghissicomments:howto act responsibly,responsively,deal withthe media,

and notcreate unnecessary fear andpanic.
• Shouldfollowup (workshop)withdiscussionof howpublicofficialsinteractwithcommunityto answer

theirquestionsconcerningaccessto healthcare professionalsfor preventative,diagnosticand/ortreat-
ment.
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Sueeestions (continued)

• Shouldbe somefocuson long-termglobaleffects,and notjust livesand economy. There wastoo much
focus on "lives."

• As a manufacturer,rd liketo see a dialogueaddressinghowfar new regulationshouldgo;whatare cost/
benefitrelationship;howcan regulationsbe coordinated(EPA, OSHA, DOT, DHEC, etc.)

• Need betteraudio.
• Maybea panelof ten isa bettersize consistingof:consumergroups,local/state/federalgovemment,

industry,wastemanagement,healthscientist(s),attorney(s),and media.
• Need to assurethat broadcastdoes notcause greaterdistressinfamiliesaffectedby cancer.
• Consideraddinga consultantanda laboratoryperson
• Need to discussthe siteassignment
• Rememberthatactivistorganizationswiththeirownbase of scientistsand lawyersplaya role withinthe

community,media andthe legislature.
• Deal withpeople'sperceptions,even ifwrongthey'rerealto the people.
• Involvea "publicperson"i.e. industry,blue collarworker,etc. on the panel.

Comolaints

• The chairswereawful.The experiencewas great,butthe physicalpainof two hoursina foldingchairwas
brutal.

• Couldnot hearthe moderatororthe panelistswellenoughto followthe discussion.
• Chairswere uncomfortablefor thisduration.
• Somepanelistsweredifficultto understand.
• Moremonitorsincluded.There were noneon thepaneland nottoo manyinthe audience.
• I could not see the panelists,so I wentdownstairsbeforetapingstartedand watchedonthe monitors.I

don'tfeel that I missedmuchof the impactbywatchingonthe monitors,and I foundit preferableto not
beingableto seethe panelists'faces.

• While the eventwas clearly"firstclass"severalof usfelt that the numbersof security,andapparentcost
of the eventswereexcessiveand unnecessary.

• Morecomfortableseats are needed for thistime period.
• The mindreceivethonly what the seat endureth.
• Betterseatingarrangementswereneeded. I wasunableto hearor see many panelists.
• Formathad very slowstart-up.
• Difficultto see and hearat times.
• Programwastoo longby15 minutesat least.
• Betteraudiencechairsandviewingset-up.
• Site was notsuitable.
• The alleged hazardouswastesite is a sexy scenariobut producesinflammatoryrhetoric.
• I misseda lotdueto a poorsoundsystem( I am hearingimpaired)whichshouldbe looked intoforfuture

forums.

• Forumtoo long.You're losingfolksattentionafterone hourof discussion.
• The formatleanstowardactingbythe panelists.I shouldprefera directapproach.
• It wasvery difficultto hear and understandseveralof the peopleon the panel.
• Panel leftout state health/environmentlevel participant.
• Too manyhealthscientistson a very largepanel
• Healthproblemsseemed secondaryto administrativeconcerns.
• Panelhad backto audience;volumeon somepanelistswaslow.
,, Panelistsdancedaroundemotions
• No data was givento supportfacts






